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Abstract
The Experience of First-Time Motherhood in Rurallndonesia: A
Phenomenological Study
A hermeneutic ph~nomenological study \\'lIS carried out to explore the experience
of being a first-time mother for rural Indonesian women. Ihc purpose of the study were
10 provide nunes and other health care providers ....ith a greater understanding ofthesc
experiences and to examine the care women receive during early motherhood.
The lhineen Indonesian women who participated in this study described lheir
experiences during their first four to six months postpartum. Data were collected through
semi structured conversational interviews.
Seven themes were identified: (1) Being a new mother is not easy, (2) A new
mother is not as free as she was before, (3) Trying to be a good mother, (4) Being a
mother confirms her destiny as a woman, (5) Being a mother is very gratifying, (6) A
woman never feels ready for first-time motherhood, and (1) A woman needs help when
she becomes a mother for the first time. These themes offer insights. infonnation, and
understanding into the experiences of Indonesian women with early motherhood, and
provide nurses and others who read the findings of the study with a richcr and deeper
understanding of what the needs of women are during this period and how women feel
about the mothering role.
The findings also provide information to nurses and other health care providers on
the health needs and concerns of these mothers and the support needed during the early
postpartum period. Implications for nursing practice, education. and research are
discussed.
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Introduction
The birth of a baby is accompanied by major physical, emotional, and social
changes in the life ofa woman. These changes arc complex and profound (Ball, 1987:
Gjcrdingcn & Fomine. 1991). MoLhcring can be one of the most difficult and/or most
satisfying roles in a woman's life. Part of the difficulty in adapting to mothering comes
from thc many additionlll roles that must be managoo alongside this new role (Oakley,
1986). Taking on the mothering role for rust-time mothers admits a woman to a new
sociaJ status. However appraisal from the people in her social world helps her to shape
the final outcome (Richardson, 1993). Following the birth of an infant, there is an
enonnous shift in orientation to the child, and frequcntly away from the woman as a
"woman", and towards being a "mother" of her child. This requires a transition in self-
concept to incorporate the idea of being a mother who is responsible for a hclpless infam
into her previous concept ofsclf(Rubin, 1984).
Oespitc the many changes, most women will adapt welt to motherhood. They will
handle the dcmands with a minimum anlount of stress becausc of their own psychologieill
strengths and the quality ofthc supporlthey receive from family and fricnds. Others will
experience severe stress in their lnlrISition to motbethood. Some of these stresses will
arise from the woman's own psychological needs, while others will be caused by external
factors such as financial difficultics, other family demands, or marital tension.
The majority of women become confident and competcnt as mothers. However,
even within this group, \\-"hen they honestly and openly discuss being a mother, ",,'Omen
view the inabilit)' to go out \\Ihen desired and their increased rcsponsibililies for their
infants as challenges in their lives. Additionally, the many changes in their routines
necessitated by a new infant make the shift from before pregnancy to tbeir current
situation a major challenge (Mercer, 1986). These dramatic changes rnay be uniquely
stressful events in the normal life experience of becoming a mother (Ball, 1987).
While much has been written about the experiences of North American and
European women, there is litde research-based infonnation about the experiences of
being a mother in Indonesia, yet therc are many indications that they may experience
stress with this life change. The need for infonnation about the experiences of
motherhood among Indonesian women is important Ixcause motherhood is highly valued
in Indonesia. Many Indonesian ' ..!omen marry at a young age and subsequently become
mothers vcry early in their Jives. During early motherhood most oflhese women sufTer
from feelings of uncertainty about childbirth outcomes due to the high maternal and
infant mortality rates (Departemcn Kesehatan R.I., 1999). In addition, many Indonesian
women continue to follow the traditional practices of postpartum care that make early
motherhood highly ritualized. This may lead to conflict during the postpartum perioo if
health professionals do not recognize the importance of these practices to the mother and
family. In some instances the new molhers may no longer have the social support that
allows her to follow the traditions of being a new mother because of her life situation
(e.g. mobiJit)" working). yet the expectations to adhere to these traditions still exist.
In this study, lhe researcher will usc Indonesian women's own descriptions thai
express their feelings and thoughts in the first four to six months orlirst-time
molherhood. These descriplions will enable nurses in Indonesia to increase their
knowledge and sensitivity so lhatlhe)' can better understand how new mothers feel about
the mothering role and what happens 10 women during this critical lime. It ....ill provide
insights into the type of care that might be appropriate to help women in their adaptation
to motherhood.
'!be purpose of the study is to describe the experience of first-time motherhood
and the eare that rural Indonesian women reeeive during this period through an in-depth
phenomenological study. The data provided will assist in a deeper understanding of the
experiences of these women at an important transition in their lives.
Background
The proposed study is part ofa pannership projC!:t between the Faculty of
Nursing University of Indonesia and the School of Nursing Memorial Unh'ersity of
Newfoundland. The project is sponsored by the Association of Universit)· and Collcnges
of Canada (AUeC) and funded by the Canadian International Development Agency
(ClDA) under the University Partnerships in Co-operation and Development (UPCD)
Tier 2 program. The project is called. "Nursing, Women's Health and Community
Outreach in Indonesia". This research will contribute to the overall goal of thai project,
to improve the health of mothers and children in rural Java, Indonesia. A first step in
improving women's health is 10 understand their experience. This proposed research ....ill
enable nurses to have a greater understanding of new mothers' experiences at an
imponant period in their lives. As well, the research study examines the care that rural
Indonesian women receive as first-time mothers and ....ill indicate areas of these women's
lives where the nurse may assist them.
While the focus of phenomenological n:search is meaning and nOI meaning
specific to an identified culture, as is the case in ethnogrnphy. one would take "into
account the socio-cuJtural and historical traditions that have given meaning to out ways
of being in the world" (van Manen. 1990. p.12). This will be accomplished by
considering the participants' socio·coltura1 context and how they believe this affects thcm
asncwmnthers.
In order 10 appreciate the scope of the problem of the health needs of new mothers
and to understand how they can best be addressed, it is important 10 present some
infomuuion about the country and the particular village where the study was conducted.
1be knowledge, education. socio-cultural background. traditional customs, and traditional
habits greatly influence the patterns of thinking and behavior of women and others in the
research location. Therefore, an overview of childbirth and postpartum care practices. in
the cultural context of rural Indonesia, will be presented.
Area Selected/or Study
Indonesia is located in Southeast Asia, and consists of 27 provinces. The
population of Indonesia in 2000 was estimated 10 be 20].456,000, where women
represent approximately 50.2] ~. of that population (Statistic Indonesia, 2001). Of this
number. approximately 44.70 % are of childbearing age (15 to 40 years). The Departmenl
of Health (Depanemen Kesehatan R.I.) (1999) indicated that ]0.18 % of Indonesian
women live in rurnl areas and aOOuI27 %ofthcrn marned at less than 17 years arage.
lwul, where my sludy took place, is located 60 kilometers south or the capital city
of Indonesia, Jakarta. The BPS Kabupatcn Bogar and BAPPEDA Kabup3tcn Bogar
(1999) presents a picture orlwul village. The total land area of the village is 2.90 square
kilometers with a population density of I ,809 people per square kilometer. The total
population oflwul is 5,247 consisting of 2,705 womcn and 2,542 men. This villagc has
six neighborhoods and 897 households. The village oflwul is marked by its ethnic and
socio-economic homogcneity. lbe majority of the population is native Iwul-Batavianese
and Muslim. The communities in Iwul are largely agrarian-based and most of the women
arehousewivcs.
Formal health services are offered through the regional hospital (s), the
community health center for the district (puskesmas), and a village integrated health-
services post (posyandu). The health care personnel althe puskesmas inelude a physician,
a dentist, a nutritionist, nurses, trained midwives, and laboratory personnel. With regard
to maternal health care, the puskesmas provides prenatal care that is an integral part of
the Maternal and Child Health Programs of Indonesia. Antenatal clinics are held once a
week at the puskesmas.
In contrast to the puskesmas, the posyandu is only staffed by a bidan (trained
midwife), who visits monthly. In providing her services, she is assisted by a number of
kaders (community volunteers). Currently, the posyandu services focus more on
children's health, such as immunizations, weighing the child, and regular health
examinations. Comprehensive services for women in the postpartum period are not yet
available in rural areas of the country Imder the formal health care system.
An Overview o/Childbirth and Postpartum Care Beliefs alld Practices in Rural
Indonesia
Living in a patriarchal society, Indonesian womcn are less involved in the
decision-making process, which includes decisions around childbirth and their health
needs. In every human society and culture, llaving a baby is almost always a momentous
event, but often in different ways. Various cultures have constructed different ways to
define the meaning ofhuving a baby and the type of care that a new mother will receive
(Oakley, 1986). For example, in Malay society, there arc traditional postpartum
treatments for new mothers (Lademlan, 1987; Manderson, 19K1). These traditions
include the roasting and smoking of food for women's conswnption and specific
restrictions placed on other foods and activities. All these actions are designed to protect
the ",'oman from "the cold" condition produced by giving birth, and to redress the balance
between "hot" and "cold" in her body. These treatments take place for forty days after
birth, during which time it is recommended that the woman and her infant not be allowed
to leave the house.
In rural Indonesia, the community considers pregnancy, childbirth, postpartum,
and the early days of mothering to be everyday experiences, which all fertile married
women will go through (5w35ono, 1998; Utomo, Pariani, Da"vanna, Azwar, & Riono,
1992). Thus, these periods are considered as family affairs and nonnal developmental
processes, not individual and pathologic processes as they tend to be viewed by modem
medicine.
Giving birth is generally considered a private event with the attendance usually
limited to family members or elose relatives (Adji, 1998). In communities such as those
in the ParWlg district (West Java), in which Iwul village is situated, giving birth is
considered a more public event where a wider circle of people, ineluding men and
children may attend and view thc delivery of the infant (Adji, 1998; Rusmini (trained
midwife), personal communication, September 2001).
Most rural Indonesian women give birth at home because they arc not able to
afford the cQSl ofthc hospital and also prefer to be cared for at home hy their husbands,
mothers, and other family members and friends (Grace. 1996). A traditional hinh
altendant (TiM). trained midwives, or trained midwives and TBAs together usually assist
with the deliver)· (Grace, 1996; Satih (kader), personal communication, September 200 I;
Swasono, 1998; Utomo, et aI., 1992).
rhc TDAs play, perhaps the greatest role during antenatal, childbirth, and
postpartum care, and rcmain a vital link between traditional care and modem health care
services. Niehof(I992) estimated that 75 to 80 % of births in Indonesia are assisted by
TBAs. The TBA is known as "dukun berana~' in Indonesian. also called "be/ian
ngana1" in Lombok, and "Malt. parojf' in West Java. Through focus group discussions
and in-depth postpartum interviews in Indramayu, West Java, Ulomo, et 011. (1992)
reported thn! 80 to 90 % of deliveries in this area were attended by the TBAs.
FurthemlOrc, these authors reported that there are several rcasons why the community
uses the services of the TBAs: (I) the cost of such services is less expensive than that of
other forms of health care services, (2) they live within the community, so they can be
called 011 any time and are ready to provide their services whenevcrcalled, (3) the TBAs
are more selfconfidenl than the trained mid....ives, and (4) the TBAs provide a
comprehensive range of services 1O molhers and their babies.
The TBAs (almost always women) providc services from delivery until the
completion of the traditional 40·day postpartum period. They assist not only with Ihe
binh. but also with the follow-up care for mother and infant. The TBA bathes the baby
and takes care of the baby's umbilical cord untillhc cord separates. She also lakes care of
lhe mother by means of body massage that is carried OUI soon after delivery. Sometimes,
the TBA makes lraditional herbal medicine for the mother (Siti (kader), personal
communication, September 2001; Utomo. et at, 1992). Most of the TBAs provide care
that is a blend of spiritual, emotional, and phys.ical care (pri)'a, 1992).
In Beta\\i, among the cthnic groups of Jakana, during the first 40 days of the
postpanum period, the TBAs provided regular massage. taught the mothers to use an
abdominal binder. gaw the baby care (bathing and the cord care), and gave advice that
was followed by mothers and their families. At the end of the 40-da)' period, the new
mother, her family, and her TBA had a ceremony to symbolize the end of the TBA care.
This ceremony is culled. "kekerikan tangan". During this ceremony, the family gave
thanks to thc TSA and a IrllnSilion occurred whcre thc new mother was then expected to
be the primary caregivcr for herself and ber baby (Gularso, 1998).
1llt: assistance of the trained midwives in the village and other members ofthe
formal bealth care system is limited to helping with delivef}' and administrating
immediate postpartum injections (usually vitamin B and s)'ntoeinon injections). The
wornen do oot usually know .....hat they have been injected with. but believe thai it is!O
help them recover fasler (Grace, 1993; S""liSQIIO, 1998; Rusmini (trained mid\\ife),
personal communication, Septt:mber 2001).
After giving binh. in most Eastern traditional societies (including rural
Indonesia), bolh the mother and the newborn baby urc thought to be wcak and therefore
at special risk. The cause of risk for thc mother is thought to be due to all her exertions
during labour and delivery, and the subsequent weakening of her body. For the baby, it is
due to the sudden change in environment and the possibility that his or her soul is not yet
firmly established in the body. For this reason, there are ollen rituals thal have to be
perfonned, as well as a period ofexclusion for the mother and her new baby from the
wider society. The mother and baby are thought to be vulnerable, and they have to be
protected both physically and spiritually from e\'iL'and other forces (priya, 1992;
Swasono, 1998).
After the birth of a baby, women in many cultures are subjected to traditional
postpartum rituals. They arc governed by these rituals that include prohibitions or
obligations to do something or to eat a certain food. which the \\-"Omen are required to
obey. These rituals are followed so that the postnatal condition returns to a normal slale
of health. The postpartum period in Indonesian culture, where the women are required to
follow traditional postpartum rituals. is traditionally considered to last for forty-two days
after gh';ng binh (called "moso nifa:r in Indonesia). For example, they follow certain
dietary rules (prohibitions related to food) and arc cared for mainly by other women.
Food is a ....ery important item for mOlhers al this time and some cultures have very
elaboratc prescriptions about what should and should not be eaten (Priya. 1992).
In the village of lndrama)'u. West Java, there arc severnl foods that are not to be
eaten by women during the postpartum period (Utomo, et al.. 1992). For example, fruits
such as oranges, papaya, watermelon, and banana, as well as freshwater or saltwater fish,
and eggs arc forbidden. These foods are belicn-d to adversely affect the health of the
mother and child in the poslpanum period. Body massage is one of tile postpartum rituals
offered to women in Indramayu, West Java. People in the village believe that with
massage the body will soon return to its normal condition. as the belief is that after giving
birth tbe mother's body becomes weak and the position of her womb is disturbed. The
massage is gh'en by the TBAs during the postpanum period (Utomo, et at). Another
tradition that must be followed by postpartum women is the "mapasan" tradition.
According to this tradition, postpartum women arc asked to express their desires for any
special foods they would like 10 have. Except for foods that are always prohibited allhis
lime, these women are free to eat anything they wanl. The time when this activity is
carried oul usually lies between the first days after delivery until the day when the
remnants of the umbilical cord falloff. After that, additional taboos against certain foods
are observed until the 40th day after the birth (Utomo, et al.).
Other traditional postpartum rituals or actions include: staying home or not going
outside for the first 40 days after delivery, sitting with the knees drawn into the chest to
facilitate the flow of blood from the uterus, resting, refraining from carrying out any
domestic duties (Priya, 1992), and abstaining from sexual activity {Utomo, cl al., 1992;
Macino (a senior woman in lwul village), personal communication, September 2001).
These obligations are accompanied by the compulsory use of herbal (traditional)
medicines (Anggorodi, 1998; Grace, 1996). As well, there are various rituals related to
the placenta, such as a special burial ceremony and protection of the newborn by staying
in the home (Anggorodi, 1998)
The presence of a support system of female relatives, particularly mothers and
sisters, is critical during the postpartum period. These relatives provide advice and
infonnation about how to care for the women and her baby, what activities should be
avoided, and assistance wilh perfonning all household chores and cooking for the new
mother and her family (Utomo, et aI., 1992; Sugino & Fatimah (kadcrs), personal
conuntmication, September 2001).
The beliefs underlying these prohibitions and obligations are directly related to
the safety and well being of the mother and ne\\'bom baby. These practices ha\'e been
handed down from generntion to generation despite the absence of logic or reason for
continuing them; for example, certain foods must be avoided even though the food is
nutritious and readily available. These are some of the practices we know. but in order \0
have a more comprehensive understanding of the experience of first-time motherhood,
explorations of these experiences art: required.
However, rural Indonesian societ)' is changing. With greater emphasis on wage-
labour, men have gone outside their villages for paid work and marry outside the village.
The)' then relocate their wives to their home village. These women do not have the close
support oftheir mothers and sisters, but they arc still expected to follow traditional care.
Another social change is that some of the older women in the village, when their children
have grown up take on paid employment to help with the household economy. As a result
ofbe-ing in the work force they are not available to assist their daughters in the early
postpartum period to the extent that they might have in the past. Many orthe younger
women exposed to II more "modern" system of health care arc beginning to question
traditional care after childbirth.
Significance and Rationale
Researching the experience of first-time mothers is important for a number of
reasons. New mothers do not have previous experience of what it is like to be a mother
and care for infants. 'llIe early period of motherhood in western society is characterized
by profound changes, including a strong sense of loss, isolation, and fatigue (Rogan,
Shmied, Barclay. Everitt, & Wyllie, 1997).11 is important to knowhow women in rural
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Indonesia experience the lranSition to motherhood and how it is similar or different
compared 10 women in other cultures and regions.
Nurses are well positioned to plan and deliver meaningful postpartum care with
the goal of helping women achieve the most favorable physical, psychological, and social
adaptations during motherhood, especially new mothers who may be considered most at
risk (Mercer. 1990). To assist women, nurses require not only a scientific knowledge of
women's adaptation in their transition 10 motherhood, but also a greater understanding of
these phenomena and a sensitivity to the experiences of women as mothers. l-Iowcvcr, in
rural Indonesia, mid....ives "'Orting in the villages carry OUI most of the professional care
of childbearing women. Nurses. and even midwives, have been less involved \\.;Ih this
care compared 10 non-professional caregi,'ers such as TBAs. An imponanl role for nurses
could be to train and assist TUAs to provide better care and thus influence Ihe health of
families.
In ruml West Java, poverty, certain cullural beliefs and values, inaccessibility to
health care, a lack of understanding and under utilization ofhe.alth facilities and health
professionals., are some ofthc major problems lhat influence health outcoml."$ for mothers
and infants. In addition, ttl< maternal and child health care programs. which an: provided
through a prenatal-care program al the puskesmas. do not address postpartum health
problems (Rusmini (trained midwife). personal communication, September, 2001;
Utomo, el aI., 1992).
Traditional postpartum care practices, with consequences (positive and negative)
for the health of mothers and their babies, need 10 be considered by nurses and the other
health care providers in Indonesia within the changing context of Indonesian society.
I)
Increasing the accessibility to health care services can benefit mothers and infants.
However, a better understanding nfthe beliefs, values, and behaviors of women during
pregnancy, childbirth, and child rearing arc crucial in developing appropriate strategies
for effecting the desired changes in a manner acceptable to the target recipients of that
The phenomenological method is a useful 1001 for siudying the experience of
carly motherhood because it focuses on the meaning orbeing a mother. A
phenomenological approach will obtain a good picture of what it is like to be a mother
from the women's poinl of view and based on their experiences. Through Ihis approach.
the researcher "ill be able to understand the meaning and significance a mother gives to
her actions (Mauthner, 1997), as well as to explore the depth and complexity orthe
phenomenon of firsl-lime motherhood and any health implications during this period. In
this study, interviews with rural Indonesian women about their mothering experiences.
health needs, and how they can best be met captured the meaning of their experiences of
motherhood and provided information about their health needs.
It is anticipated thnt this sludy will ofTer insights, information, and understanding
inlo the experiences of women who are first-time mothers, which, in tum, would provide
nurses and others who read the findings ofme study with a richer and deeper
understanding of whal happens to ,"'Omen during this period and how they feel about the
mothering role. This study also provides important information to nurses and other health
care providers on the health needs of women. their preferences for childbirth care
providers. and whal they expect from heaJth professionals caring for them.
Because their experiences are different from women who already have had II
previous child, and as a consequence would have different needs, first-time mothering
was selected as the phenomenon of interest. In addition I chose to limit Ihe time frame to
lhc first four to six months after birth because oflhc man)' changes that take place within
that period. Women are adjusting (0 many alterations in their life during this brief time
period and it may be one of the most important times for nurses to provide good
maternal-infant health programming to help improve women's and children's health.
Research Questions and Objectives
The purpose orthis study is to provide nurses and olher health care providers with
a greater understanding or the experience of being a mother for womCh in rural Indonesia
and to examine the care \\-'Omen receive during early motherhood. The objectives of the
study arc: (1) to describe and interpret the experiences of early motherhood and whal
happens to Indonesian women who arc first-time mothers, (2) to capture the meaning of
\his experience in such a way that nurses and others who read the text will develop new
insights into the experiences of these women and thereby facilitate the provision of more
appropriate postpartum and parenting care. and (3) to undersllllld what the heahh needs of
\\-'Omen are and how they can best be addressed. Tberefore, the research questions are:
(I) What is the meaning of being a first-time mother for ruml Indonesian women? and,
(2) 110w does the care Ihat ,",,'Omen receive assist them with early motherhood?
CHAP1'ER2
Literature Review
This chapter provid~s an overview of research that has contributed to our
understanding of early motherhood and the challenges that women face during this
critical period in their lives. There is a great deal of research on mothering and
motherhood; therefore, the literature in this chapter is primarily restricted to the first
four to six months of motherhood and to those studies dealing with the birth ofa
healthy newborn, in keeping with the main objective of this study. There is an
emphasis on research that has looked into the experiences offirsl-time mothers.
First-time mothers are a special category in that they do not have the same advantage
of social learning influencing their adaptation or reactions to motherhood that
mothers of one or more children may have experienced. The chapter is divided
into three main sections. The first section contains research on women's experiences
of early motherhood. The second section examines the key factors that have been
found to affect the women's experiences during early motherhood. The third and
final section presents women's reactions to motherhood.
Women's ExperienccsofEarly Motherhood
Researchers in nursing, psychology, sociology, and other disciplines have studied
various aspects of motherhood. For example, many studies have considered women's
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adaptation 10 the many changes they face through pregnancy, childbirth, and early
mothering.
l3ecoming a mother is described as a maturation process, which signals cnlnlnce
into fulllldulthood and leads to a new social status as a mother (Entwisle & Doering,
1981; Leifer. 1980; Mcrcer, 1986). While undergoing the transition to motherhood,
mothers were vcry aware that motherhood brought much responsibility for the infant and
the need for reorganization ortheir lives. Researchers in this area generally examined
how women achie\"ed Ihis process and focused on the phases or stages they experienced
in becoming a mother. The work had a mainly psychological focus.
Pioneering work in nursing by Rubin (1967) C'xamined the process of how women
adapted in carly postpanum and came 10 anain a maternal role and develop a maternal
identity. Her work resulted in a mooelthat showed this process. Rubin identified three
groups of behaviors that occurred in assuming the maternal rolc: laking-on behavior that
involved mimicry and role-playing, taking-in behaviQr that involved fantasy and
interjeclion-projeetion-rejection about what it is like to 1x a mother, and lel/ing-go that
involved leuing go of previous roles so that the maternal role and maternal identity could
develop.
Mercer built on the work of Rubin to develop her middle-range theory on
maternal role de\·c1opmem (Meighan. Bee, Legge. & Oelting, 1998). In her research on
first lime mothers, Mercer (1986) identified four phases that occurred in a woman's
process of adaptation to the maternal role over the first year following birth. She
considered both physical and psychological adaptations within her model. The four
phases identified were: the physical recovery phase that occurred from birth 10 the first
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mOnlh, the achievemClll phase from two to five months, a disruption phase at six to eight
months, and finally a reorgani7.ation phase after the eighth month, which may still be in
process after one year. During the physical recovery period the mother experience several
physical problems that are the result of ~gnancyand delivery oreness. numbness, or
pain) and physical feelings or physiological demands related to learning infant care and
infant behavior (fatigue or never felt rested). In the achievement phase, the mother feels
that she has integrated the new role and she is now a mother. It is characterized by
reaching a sense of competence in caring for the baby. which greatly increases their
satisfaction in interacting with the infant However, these condilions in the achievement
pha'lC seem In decrease once the mOlher enters the disruption phase as she meets her new
challcnges. A ncw challenge in this phase is to adapt to the infant's developmental
changes., while at lhe same time managing the household tasks. During this phase, the
mother tries to avoid conflict belwecn her role as mother and her role as ",..ifc. Finally. Ihe
mother comes into the reorganization phase, during which the woman has to be able to
combine all her roles (mother, wife. and olher roles). Both Mcrcer and Rubin found thaI
becoming a mother involved laking on a new idcntity that incorporatcd a complete
rethinking and redefining of self.
A m:ent study by Martell (2001) challenged Rubin's conceplualization of the
postpanum period because of changes in maternal and infant care. Using grounded
theory, she explored the experiences of32 firsHime mothers during the early postpartum
period. The core theme, Heading towurd the new normul, captured the process of
reorganization that occurs in a woman's life after pregnancy and childbirth. Within this
proccss were three sub-calcgories, Appreciating the body, $e.ttling in. and Becoming a
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new family. Reorganization required the woman to acknowledge the many physical
changes that accompany pregnancy and postpartum, develop a secure relationship with
her baby, and have a level ofcompclcncy in her ability to care for the baby.
In summary, the research into women's experiences of early motherhood within
nursing has been concerned with how women adapt to this new social role and the
psychological changes that accompany thc birth of a child. lbis work has helped to
infonn how we think of the many changes in the life ofa woman necessitated by Ihe birth
ofan infant.
Physical and Psychosocial Changes of Early Motherhood
For new mothers, tht: lidnsition to motherhood is characterized by significant
physiological, psychological, and social changes, which create demands on the mothers
and require adjustments to their new role (Barclay & Lloyd, 1996; Gjerdingen &
Chaloner, 1994). Physiological changes, which occur within the woman's body during
pregnancy, labor, and the following birth, contribute to a postpal1um situation that may
reach crisis proportions (McVeigh, 1997). Psychological and social changes following
childbirth include constant attention to the needs of the new baby, changes in lifestyle,
and development of the maternal role. This includes adjusting her relationships with her
spouse and others, arranging the household and social activities, and taking on the social
responsibilities which are compatible with the role (AtTonso & Arizmendi, 1986; Barclay
& Lloyd, 1996)
In particular, with the birth of the first child, women reported great disruptions in
life styles and routines (Oakley, 1980). In olher words, first-time mothers encounter
major changcs in their lives as a result of becoming a mothcr. For them, motherhood is
often a process of trial and error in learning their new role and taking on the identity of a
mother (Mcrcer & Ferkelich, 1995). The new mother has to deal with these many and
various changes Ihal require adaptation both for her and her family.
Studies 011 the recovery of normal functioning after childbirth have been carried
out to assess the length of time mothers required to achieve social and psychological
adjustments after delivery. These studies noted that it takes between 3 and 6 months
following birth for mothers to return to normal functioning (Tulman & Fawcett, 1990,
1991). For example, Mercer (1986) identified that social role adjustment recovery needs
much more time than the six-week physiological recovery period. It may take bew/een 3
and 10 months, or longer following birth. A study by Sethi (1995) confirmed Mercer's
findings. She suggcsted that the process of becoming a new mother, which included
psychosocial adjustment, is a continuous intemal process and changes take more time
than the conventional six-week period after the birth of a baby. Based on her findings,
she developed four categories in a psychological process of becoming a mother: giving 01
self, redefining self, redefining relationships, and redefining professional goals. Other
studies found that unlike physiological adaptation or recovery, the psychological and
social adaptation to motherhood takes much longer than the defined six-week postnatal
period (Mercer, 1985; Tulman & Fawcett, 1990, 1991). Fawcett, Tulman, and Myers
(1988) developed the lnventory of Functional Status After Childbirth (IFSAC). The
instrument measures the mother's recovery after birth and her return to normal
functioning. The five dimensional subscales of the IFSAC are infant care, self-care,
household activities, social and community aClivities, and occupational activities.
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In a longilUdinal sur....ey, McVeigh (1998) used the IFSAC to measure changes in
functional status after childbirth from 6 weeks to 6 months post-delivery in 200
Australian mothers. In this study, the researcher used the IFSAC to assess social aspects
of recovery after delivery. The findings indicated that the highnt score for full recovery
of functional status was achievttl first for infant care, followed by household activilies
and self-care. The lowest score for functional status "..as in the area of social acti\rj,ics.
However, none nrthe mothers had successfully achie\'cd full rt.-covery by six months
afterbirth.
A more detailed examination of the physical and psychosocial changes of early
motherhood delineates the many areas of a woman's life that may be affected by thc birth
of an infant. One area affected is physical and takes into account the many changes to the
body that accompany pregnancy, panuritiOIl, and lacUllion. A second area of change is
psychosocial where the woman has 10 adjust relationships, work arrangements, and roles
10 take into accounl the infant. While physical changes may be of a short duration,
psychosociaJ changes generally take a great deal longer.
MatemaJ Concerns in Early Motllt:rhood
A number of studies of the experience of motherhood identified specific concerns
thaI women had at different pt:riods in the poslpartum and beyond. The term "maternal
concems" refers to something that may be negative, such as a worry, a problem, or
anxiety, On the other hand. it could also be positive. like an interest or a feeling 01
confidence (Lugina. Christcnsson. Massawe, Nystrom, & Lindmark. 2001; Graefet aI.,
1988; Pridham. Hanse, Bradley, & Heighway. 1982). These meanings ofconcern ha\'c
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been used as variables in research studies that have investigated the physiological,
pS)"chologicaL emotional, and social concerns thai may surfocc during the postpartum
period.
In one of tile early studies ora sample of 34 first-time mothers. Chapman, Macey,
Keegan. Borum. and Bennett (1985) found that the concerns which predominated in lhe
first four monlhs following birth were those related 10 breast fceding (sore nipples.
tiredness due to constant feeding) or to their infant (weight gain and fussiness). Smith
(1989) used a questionnaire developed by Gruis (1977) to examine the major concerns of
primiparous mothers at one month postpartum. Some of the concerns were focused on the
women, while others mainly related to the infant. Women·focuscd concerns related to
labor and delivery, physical recovery or restoration of the woman's physical health, and
demands of the baby and the family on the \voman's lime and work. Among those related
to lhe infant were feeding, infant behavior, growth and development. and baby care. In a
more receDt study, Fishbein and Burggraf (1997) reported that the physiologic concerns
of primiparous and multiparous mothers about themselves related primarily to perineal
sutures, breast care, and the return ofthejr figure to nonna!. With regard to caring for the
baby, 6()Of. oflhese women reported that they were concerned with being "a good
mother". 1beir infant-related concerns were related to infam fceding. and keeping the
baby healthy. This study was conducted in the early postpanum period,
Other research studies into motherhood have shown that most women arc
concerned with being "a good mother". According to Lupton (2000), a good mother was
one who was "there" for her child and developed a strong bond with her or him. A study
by Woollen and Phoenix (1991) defined the good mother as one who placed the infant's
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needs above her own. The quality of patience was a major characteristic ofa good mother
in these studies. A study by Brown, Lumley, Small. and Astbury (1994) also noted thai
patience was an imponanl factor in dealing ,...ith the loss of slttp and other discomfons
associated with caring for an infant. lbe women in Mercer's study (1986) also reponed
they v.ishcd 10 be ~good mothers" and were worried they might hann their baby in some
way.
In Indonesian culture, Hunter (1996) nOled that being a good mother was
established in particular ways by both society and government programs. The
government progrnms include correct childcare, good f:lmily relationships, health and
hygiene, and good household management. Hunter observed that the programs indicate
"numerous female responsibilities. but no rights" (p. 172). Thus, there are internal and
external pressures on women to be good mothers.
Other maternal CQncerns were indicated in Mercer's study (1986). The ....,omen in
this study were concerned about their lack of personal time and their difficuJt)' in dividing
their time for self, housework, husband, and the baby. Similarly, Tulman and Fawcen
(1990) reponed that the mothers in their study had major concerns surrounding
motherhood: the ·'Unrelenting·' nature ofinfant care. fatigue, the feeling of being
Wlprepared, and lack of personal time.
Concerns of new mothers change ovcr thc course of the postpartum period. Gracf
et al. (1988) found changes in primiparous breastfecding mothers' concerns during the
four-week postpartum period. In the first and second weeks postpartum the physical
concerns (pain from their episotomies, uterine bleeding, constipation, and breast
soreness) had higher priorit)' than the emotional concerns (feelings of being tired,
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exhaustion due to interruptions of their sleep). However, both physical and emotional
concerns were similar in nwnber at the second and third weeks. By four weeks, concerns
about physical and family support were much less evident. Hiser (1991) concentrated on
the second postpartum week and identified the predominant concerns of primiparous
mothers during that time period. Using a card sort method, this researcher also tried to
differentiate between psychological concerns that were a WOTry and those that wefe an
interest to the participants. The findings indicated tbal new mothers were interested in
learning morc about their infants, but were worried about family finances, meeting the
needs of everyone at home, and being a good mother.
A study by Lugina, Christensson, Massawc, Nystrom, and Lindmark (2001) found
that maternal concerns changed from 1 to 6 weeks and described how they changed
during this period. At week one the new mothers were worried about the infant (infant's
eyes, respiration. temperature, safety, and crying). In relation to themselves, they worried
about their swollen perineum, feeling tired, and nervousness, On the other hand, after six
weeks, the participants were mainly concerned with the baby's crying and about their
husband· s/partner's reaction to themselves and the baby.
Fatigue during the childbearing period has also been known to be a major concern
that can hinder a successful adaptation to the maternal role (Gardner, 1991; Rubin, 1984;
Lee & De Josepth, 1992). Fatigue tends to have a detrimental effect on the development
of the mother-infant relationship, family relationships, and family functioning (Beck,
1996).
Postpartum fatigue has been identified as a major concern in both primiparous and
multiparous mothers in response to lists of concerns (Harrison & Hicks, 1983; Hiser,
1987; Smith, 1989), Fishbein and Burggraf(1998) found that fatigue is a physiologic
concern for the first-time mother during the early postpartum period. A grounded theory
study by Barclay, Everitt, Rogan, Schmied, and Wyllie (\997) found that the new
mothers felt a sense of having given everything or a sense of being "drained" during
laking on and learning their new role. These mothers reported that they experienced
physical tiredness that was associated with recovery from the birth and la<.:k of sleep.
Emotionalliredness and upheaval compounded this.
10 addition, Carty. Bradley, and Winslow (1996) assessed women's perceptions of
fatigue during late pregnancy and the early postpartum period. Using a self-report "rest
and activities" questionnaire, each woman in this study was asked to comment about her
feelings of fatigue. Most of them commented that they were not prepared for how
vulnerable they would Jee!; many said they felt guilty for feeling so tired and inefTective
in their day-to-day activities. Similarly, McVeigh (1997) explored the early motherhood
experiences of first-time mothers and reported that all the mothers had experienced
fatigue due to the demands of infant eare. As well, they were unprepared for
responsibilities and described as "unbearable" trying tu cope \~ilh an unsettled baby.
An examination of women's concerns in early motherhood has been one method
of lapping into women's own perceptions or both positive and negative aspects of early
motherhood. This research increases our understanding of concerns on both temporal and
bodily dimensions because early concerns, Le. first few weeks postpartum, are focused on
the infant's and woman's physiological functioning. The concerns generally relate to
adjusting to having to care for an infant.
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Factors Affecting the Experience of Early Motherhood
Motherhood has been a popular focus in fictional and research liternlurc. One of
the preoccupations ill both types of literature has been trying to identify the various
factors thai influence a positive adaptation to motherhood or factors that work against it.
The studies on adaptation to motherhood have suggested Ihal many factors account for
how well a woman adjusts in these situations. Hov.cver.like adaptation to any new
social role, thc factors that influence this adaptation may vary a great deal and may be
either individual or environmental. The factors reported in the literature can be classified
inlo four main categories: (I) parity, (2) social support, (3) cultural factors, and (4) infant
behavior.
Parity
How does parity afTee! a new mother's experiences? While some authors contend
that first-time mothers are required to make the greatest adaptation, others hold that
regardless of parity both primiparas and multiparas experience reorganization in their
lives around the new infant and this reorganization suggests that adaptation needs to
occur (Crouch & Manderson, 1993). The investigators suggested that having a first child
changed a woman's sense ofidentit)' and self. In addition, the continuous, negatively
demanding aspects of childcare or the added burden of childcare may affect the
relationship between the partners. For many mothers, there is less time for social
activities (Robinson & Stewart, 2001).
In studies on parity and ils influence on adaptation to parenthood, the authors
noted that motherhood was significantl)' more difficult for primiparous mothers
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compared with multiparous mothers (Robinson & Stewart, 2001; Wilkinson, 1995). In a
study hy Pridham (1987) that assessed the meaning for mothers of having a new infant,
primiparous mothers were found to have greater difficulty achieving personal
competence than multiparous mothers. As well, Grace (1993) reported that primiparous
mothers were less satisfied with their maternal role performance in early motherhood
compared \~ith multiparous. Another study by Waters and Lee (1996) found differences
between primiparous and multiparous mothers in their experience of fatigue in the first
month postpartum. The researchers reported that primiparous mothers experienced a
higher level of fatigue. In addition, the parity factor was the variable accounling for the
greatest amount of variance in confidence in infant care, including knowledge of infant
development, in that first-time mothers were much less confident than more experienced
mothers. Ruchala and James (1997) reported that a significant positive correlation existed
between parity and confidcnce in infant carc. The more children mothers had, the more
confident they felt about care of their infants
However, Curry (1983) suggested it was previous experience with infants rather
than parity itself that was related to adaptation. She studied adaptation among 20
"nonnal" primiparous women. Along with previous experience with infants, other
variables important to adaptation were examined, such as how supportive they perceived
husbands and postpartum nurses to be, their self-concept as mothers, and the degree to
which they had help in the home during the first week postpartum. Among her sample,
one-quarter of the women faced a very difficult time with adaptation. Nevertheless, the
general researeh findings support that first time mothers are significantly more likely to
experience difficulties than multiparous mothers.
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Social Support
The importance of social support, both formal and infonnal. has been recognized
as being instrumental in reducing the stressful effects associated with motherhood
(Cronenwett, 1985; Flagler, 1990; Majewski, 1987; McVeigh & Smith, 2000; Oakley,
1992; TaTkka & Paunonen, 1996). Pond and Kemp (1992) stated that a strong social
support network, extensive support from family members, and anticipatory preparation
for motherhood wuld positively inl1uence thc adaptation to motherhood. In addition, the
availability of social support could improve the well-being afOOth the mother and baby
(Oakley, ct al., 1990; Gjerdingen & Chaloner, 1994).
First-time mothers in particular may feel anxious about how they are going to
cope with looking after their newborns and especially with breastfccding. Among the
WOillllil'S informal system of support, her partner or spouse is one of the most important
sources. in the study by Barcley, Everitt, Rogan, Schmied, and \\lyllie (1997), the new
mothers reported that their partner contributed not only to the carc of their baby, but also
gave practical help with household tasks.
Most first-time mothers expect the father of their baby to be supportive (Grant,
Duggan. Andrews, & Serwint, 1997; Gjerdingen & Chaloner, 1994; Tarkka, Paunonen, &
Laippala, 2000). Support trom the husband contributes significantly to satisfaction with
motherhood (Gottlieb & raneer, 1988; Shereshefsky, 1974; Thctjen & Bradley 1985).
Majewski (1987) conducted an exploratory study with 86 first-time mothers to identify
those individuals within the informal support system that the mothers perceived as most
supportive following the birth of their first baby. The goal of the study was to examine
how such individuals were perceived as being supportive, to show the effectiveness of the
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support person during this life transition, and to investigate the relationship between
attendance at a parent support group in casing the transition 10 Ihe maternal role. The
findings demonstrated that most of the women identified their husbands or partners as
most supportive (77%), followed by family members (10%), parenl support groups (9010),
and friends (8.1%).
Similarly, Gjerdingen and Chaloner (1994) identified factors that related to new
mothers' satisfaction with their husbands' contribution to housework during the tirst
postpartum year. The researchers fawld that ways in which husbands showed that they
cared and helped with household tasks and child care was significantly related to
maternal satisfaction. In a recent study, Tarkka, Paunoncn, and Laippala (2000) also
found that at 8 months postpartum, first-time mothers who had good relationships with
their spouses were more likely to cope successfully with childcare
Considering that women are more mobile, it may be that spousal support is the
support most likely to he available for the women who live away from their parents
Studies of motherhood have indicated that the husband's help contributcd to greater
satisfaction with motherhood; helped mothers experience easier transitions, increased
mother-infant interaction, and influenced the incidence and duration of breastfeeding
(Cleaver & Bothu, 1990; Diehl, 1997; Jordan & Wall, 1993; Morse, 1991). In contrast, in
traditional socicties or extended families, the mother's support usually comes from
fcmale family members sueh as grandmothers, mothers, aunts, and sisters (Evans, 1991;
Lee & Keith, 1999; Priya, 1992). For example, in Indonesian society, support from
families, especially from the woman's mother, helps the new mothers make a successful
transition to motherhood. Their mOlhers eare for them and their babies for the first 40
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days of carly motherhood, during the" masa nifas" period (Ulama, ct aL, 1992;
Swasono, 1998).
A number of studies of social support addressed {he effect of support provided by
fonnal systems (e.g., nurses and midwives) and indicated that the mothers had positive
experiences v.ith emotional support given by the nursing slall' or midwives in maternity
wards (Tarkka & Paunonen, 1996a; 1996b). In other studies, Tarkka, Paunonen, and
Laippala (1999, 2000) also looked at the support provided by public health nurses (pHN)
in the community. The findings showed that support provided by PHNs had a positive
correlation wilh the mother's coping with childcare. This was in keeping with the
findings ofPridham, Chang, and Chiu (1994) and Vchvilaincn*lulkuncn (1994), which
concluded that the guidance and advice about child care give[) by the PHN through home
visiting was import3[)t for assi;,1ing first-time mothers to cope with their tasks and
facilitate a successful transition to motherhood.
Cultural Factors
Some cultures offer women clearly defined roles, rituals, and experiences that are
easily identified, but for other cultures these elements may be more difticult 10 recognize
(Curry, 1983). Nevertheless, pregnancy, the hirth ofa child, and mothering arc all
culturally patterned and women's knowledge, beliefs, and behaviors during these events
are shaped within a cultural context (Cosminsky, 1982; Stewan & Jambunatan, 1996)
Cultural factors arc especially important when caring for women in early
motherhood. In traditional society, care of postpartum women and their infants is carried
out generally with the help and support of other family members, especially lhe women's
mothers (Priya, 1992; Lee & Keith, 1999). For example, in Korean cuJture, mothers or
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other family members care for the mothers for one month after birth (Lee & Keith, 1999).
This contrasts with western cultures, where mothers may not get Iheir parents' assistance
immediately after delivery, especially for extended periods. These women are morc likely
to gel support from their spou s (Hansen & Jacob, 1992). Compared with women in a
traditional culture, women in western cultures may find this time after birth to be very
rushed and they may be given little time lUld opportunity to adjust to the immense
ctlanges which have taken place and to their new responsibilities as mothers (Priya,
1992).
Cultural factors also heavily influence a mother's behavior toward her infant. For
example, in American culture mothers encourage autonomous and independent behavior
from their infants and they rear their infants in a nuclear family setting, whereas in the
Korean culture, mothers tend to view infants as passive and dependent and they rear their
infants in an extended family (Choi, 1995).
Many researchers have highLigbtt'd the cultural and social aspects of women's
experiences ofpregllancy, childbirth, and motherhood, as well as the bioLogical aspects
(Cosminsky, 1982; Jordan, 1978; MacCormack, 1982). Culturally specific trealments
following the birth of a bahy can either faciliulte or inhibit a successful transition to
motherhood. For example, Gichia (2000) used ethnography to explore motherhood,
maternal role requirements, and family life among IS new mothers who were poor,
urban, and African-American. The new mothers followed organized, culturally groWlded
steps learned in their family of origin in pursuing a maternal role. The women described
their experiences of motherhood as a significant point in their lives and described
examples ofposiliw and negative mothering practices among peers and relatives. In
1I
another study, Davis (2001) interviewed 19 women ofSoulheast Asian background (aged
21 to 67 years of age) who lived in Ihc United Slates. She wanted to examine the health
beliefs and practices of these women around childbirth experiences and the meaning the
women ascribed to thesc. Three main themes were identified in this phenomenological
study. The first theme addressed how important a female support system is in the
postpartum period. The second theme reinforced the belief that rest was important during
Ihis period, and the third theme showed how important it was to establish balance in the
body after the birth of an infant. Not only did the women believe their cultural practices
were important to their immediate recovery, but ifnnl adhered to, long-Ienn harm 10 the
body in the fonn of disease and premature aging could occur.
Culturally specific treatments, such as physical confinement for the first 40 days,
full bathing, and applying heal to the abdomen and perineum are nonnal practices after
giving birth for Asian mothers who still live in traditional societies (Priya, 1992). For
Indonesian mothers, as well as mothers in other Asian societies, massaging, using
abdominaJ binding, and 40 days confinement after birth are important treatments
following the birth ofa baby (Priya, 1992; Swasono, 1998; Utomo, et aL, 1992).
According to Priya and Utomo, mothers and families believe physical confinement
protects the woman from evil spirits in the vulnerable postpartum period. It is also
importanl for establishing breastfeeding and attachment to the baby. In a study by
Cabigon (1996) in the Philippines, traditional birth anendants (TBAs) reported that the
massaging and abdominal binding for postpartum women aims to: (1) regain [osl health,
(2) restore the uterus to pre-delivery position. and (3) make breast milk available for the
haby.
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Infant Behm'ior
The infant's behavior or characteristics of the infant have been found \0 be
important factors in the maternal adaptation process and the woman' s transition to
motherhood in general. ror example, Roberts (1983) examined parental perceptions of
competence and infant behavior. Based on her findings she found that the molher's
ability to respond appropriately to infant cues could significantly affeci adaptation to
motherhood. She suggested that increased understanding of infant behavior might help
parcnts dc,'elop greater confidence in caring for their infant.
Researchers have acknowledged thaI the mother's behavior influences the infant's
behavior and that the converse is true (Macey, Harmon, & Eastcrbrooks, 1987: Rieser,
Danner, Roggman, & Langlois, 1987). Some of the infant behaviors found to be
important are how much they cry, and how distractible, irritable, soothable, and active
they are. Thomas and Chess (1977) described infant behavior as falling inlo three basic
types: easy, difficult, and slow-to-wann-up. According to these researchers, an easy child
tended to be in a positive mood, adapted easily to new experiences, and quickly
established a routine in infancy. A difficult infant reacted negatively and cried frequently,
was slow to accept new experiences, and did not engage in daily routines. A slow-to-
wann-up child had a low level of activity, showed slow adaptability, was somewhat
negative, and displayed a low intensity of mood. A tcmpcramcnlally difficult infant may
disrupt several aspects ofa woman's life in that mothers who have infants with difficult
temperaments may fccl completely out of control.
Numerous studies have investigated risk factors for the development of
postpartum depression and its effect on the interaction between mother and baby. Some
Jl
studies have linked maternal depression to having a more difficult infant. Beck (1996), in
a meta-analysis of studies of maternal depression found a significant relationship between
postpartum depression and infant temperament. In a later study, Beck (2001) used
advanced basic meta-analysis \0 confirm that infant temperament is one of the thineen
significant predictors of postpartum depression. Studies of inflmt crying indicate that
excessive infant crying contributes to maternal depression. (Mayberry & AfTonso, 1993;
Milgrom, Wesdey & McCloud, 1995). Milgrom ctaJ. suggested maternal depression
was most likely to develop at 3 months postpartum.
Some researchers have found a higher incidence of depression amongst first-time
mothers; OIhers have not found parity to have a significant effcct in the occurrence of
depression (Gennaro, 1988). Other factors that predicted postpartum depression included
previous depression, depression during pregnancy, and vulncrability.lifc stress interaction
(O'Hara, Schlechte, Lewis, & Varner, 1991).
A number of factors have been identified that may affect women's experience of
early motherhood. In general, first time motherhood, little social support for the mother,
care that is incongruent with a particular culture, and infants who are nol easily settled or
consoled are all factors that may have a negative impact on women in the early
postpartum.
Women's Reactions to Motherhood
Various studies support the belief that women have experienced both a great deal
of pleasure and a great deal of difficulty in relation to motherhood. Maternal reactions
vary from enjoyment and satisfaction \\ith the parenting role, to relationship conflicts,
frustration, and an increased ratc of physical illness (Brown, Lumley, Small, & Astbury,
1994; Cleaver & Botha, 1990; Horowitz & Damolo, 1999; Richardson, 1993; Tulman,
Fawcett, Growblewski, & Silvennan, 1990)
There is no doubt thal motherhood is a major change in a woman's life and that it
may elicit a number of physical, social, and emotional reaction~. Women react in a
variety of ways to the new roles and re~ponsibilities that occur when they have a baby. In
her classic work on mothers' reactions to birth during the first five months postpartum,
Oakley (1980) idemified ways that women responded to motherhood. She categorized
these ways as the presence or absence of postnatal blues during the hospital stay, a
depressed mood or depression in the tirst five months postpartum, the extent of the
mother's anxiety when she first came home with her baby, or her overall satisfaction with
motherhood. Ball (1987) also looked at women's reactions to motherhood and in
particular their emotional reactions. She found that the emotional reactions to early
motherhood ranged from women who were satisfied with motherhood and judged to be
well adjusted, to those who experienced postpartum stress, were maladjusted, depressed
with motherhood, and despondent
In a more recent study, Robinson and Stewart (2001) indicated that age, parity,
culture, expectations, financial problems, and housing difficulties may all affect nonnal
mother's reactions to becoming a mother and the developing relationship between the
mother llild her new baby. A number of qual italive researchers have studied firsHime
mothers and their reaetions to motherhood. (Barclay, Everitt, Rogan, Schmied, & Wyllie,
1997; Mercer, 1986; McVeigh, 1997; Sethi, 1995). The women in these studies reponed
somewhat similar experiences in their reactions to motherhood in that they experienced
major changes in their lives due to the increased responsibilities for the baby, lack of
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freedom and personal time, and the physical demands of caring for a baby.
Many women experienced conflict in their motherhood experience. The conflict
usually emerged when the women were not able to reconcile their expectations of
themselves to be" perfect "mothers with their actual experiences as mothers (Mauthncr,
1999). For example, Berggren-Clive (1998) found that some women experienced a series
of unfulfilled expectations. which occurred as they attempted to adjust to motherhood.
These included life with their infants, their image of sclfas mother, their relationship
with partners, the support received from their family and friends, life cvents, and physical
changes
When first-time mothers are faced with the reality of being a mother, they have
reponed that they experienced a great deal of role conflict (Mercer, 1981; 1985). The
sources of this role conflict have included the physical demands of infant care and care of
the household, ambivalent feelings toward the baby (feelings of annoyance intermixed
with leelings ofjoy), a sense of isolation, and a lack ofself-confidcnce in their ability to
mother (AlTonso. 1987; Majewski, 1987; Pridham, Lytton, Chang, & Rutledge, 1991).
Postpartum stress is not an lUlcommon reaction during the postpartum period.
Hung and Chung (2001) carried out a longitudinal study to investigate the effects of
stress and social support on women's health status in the postpartum period. Five
hundred and twenty-six Taiwanese women were enrolled in this study on the basis of
stratified sampling from clinics and hospitals, Using the Hung Postpartum Stress Scale
(HPSS), three factors were found to be associated with postpartum stress: attaining the
maternal role, lack ofsociaJ support, and body changes. At their six-wt:ek postpartum
appointment, Horowitz and Damato (1999) measured women's perceptions of stress and
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satisfaction. They used open-ended questions and content analysis to identify the sources
of stress and satisfaction. The findings fell under the categories of roles, tasks, resources,
and relationships. These were then further divided into a number of subcategories.
Contributors to postpartum stress were in the subcategories of returning to work/school,
lack of slceplresl, difficulty in adjustment/own needs, poor hcalthlbody image,
organization of life, childcare, day care, housework, future challenges such as finances
and housing, adequate time for self, and relationships with partner and family. On the
other hand, they identified that the concept of satisfaction was related to participation in
relationships. sharing the future, being proud to be a mother, enjoying a healthy baby, and
caring for a child.
The common emotional reaction to motherhood is a sense of satisfaction with
motherhood as opposed to dissatisfaction and disapJXlintment. Satisfaction with
motherhood is an essential factor in facilitating a successful transition to the maternal
role. A number of JXlssible predictors of maternal satisfaction have been suggested and
studied by researchers. Research has demonstrated that seeing their infant's grO\vth and
development, as well as their interaction with the baby arc sources of satisfaction for new
mothers (pridham, 1987). Grace's (1993) study based on new mothers' self-reports of
their motherhood experiences over the first six months after birth indicated that these
mothers experienced satisfaction with their maternal role performance during this period
Pride in motherhood and in the infant as well as loving relationships with baby and
spouse were important sources of satisfaction in a sample of 95 women at six weeks
postpartum (Horowiz & Damoto, 1999).
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A number of the studies identified improved marital adjustment or marital
satisfaction a<; sources of satisfaction with motherhood. Tucker and Aron (1993) found
that variation in marital quality occurred during the transition to parenthood, with many
couples showing declines in marital wellbeing, while others maintained or even improved
their marital relationships. Majewsky (1986) conducted a study that examined conflicts,
attitudes, marital relationships, and transition to the maternal role in mothers with careers
versus "jobs", and those not employed outside the home. She found incre:u;ed role and
relationship conflicts in mothers with careers compared with mothers with "jobs", and
those not in paid employmellt. In this study mothers with good spousal relationships had
an easicr transition to motherhood.
Swnmary of the Literature Rcviewed
The literature review covers the major elemcnts of the experiences of first-time
mothers primarily during the first six months of motherhood. Thc period of early
motherhood is marked by significant psychological, physiological, and social changes.
While most of the physical changes occur in the early postpartum period and arc
associated with healing following birth and lactation, the effects of psychological and
social changes persist well beyond the first six months of motherhood. These changes
cause disruption of lifestyle, loss of freedom, and create new responsibilities related to
the care of the infant, adjustment of marital and social relationships, and a degree of
stress and confiicL
The challenges and demands experienced by new mothers have been categorized
in several studies as maternal concerns. Mothers reponed both concems that were a
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"worry" and concerns that stimulated "interest". Both types of concerns tcnded to be
related to self-care and care of the new baby. Other common concerns were rclatt.-d to
fatigue, time management, maritaJ and family relationship~ family finances and
managing household tasks. A key finding in studies about maternal adaptation was a
concern with "being a good mother".
Although childbirth was described as challenging or difficult by many mothers,
the findings of studies on maternal satisfaction found that having someone to care for,
delight in thc infant's grov.1h and development, pride in the infant's developing
competence, and a new social status create satisfaction in new mothers. As well, the
addition uribe new baby strengthened the marital relationship.
Factors that affected maternal experiences in early motherhood included parity,
social support, culture and infant behavior, especially infam crying. While the
inexperience of first-time motherhood created the greatest challenge for mothers, social
support, including fonnal and infonnal support systems, mitigated the effect of parity on
maternal experience. Mothers with good social support adapted more easily than those
with littlesoeial support.
Cultural beliefs and practices influenced the experiences of mothers in all
societies, especially the type of support and care they received. These cultural beliefs and
practices can positively or negatively affect maternal and infant health. In reviewing the
literature, most studies of early motherhood were conducted in more developed societies
Few studies were found of motherhood in urban or rural tndonesian culture. No
phenomenological studies of the experiences of Indonesian mothers were found in the
literature.
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CHAPTER 3
Methodology and Methods
The methodology employed in the study is phenomenology, a qualitative
approach appropriate to exploring meaning. In particular, henneneutic phenomenology as
outlined by van Manco (1990) was used to describe and interpret the experience of first-
time mothers among women in rural Indonesia. Through the research, I attempt to
uncover the meaning of the "lived experience" of these women, that is, their every day
experiences of being a mother and being cared for during (neir first four to six months
poslpanum. J wanted to capture the essence of these experiences, and what made these
experiences what they were for the women in the study. In keeping with a hermeneutic
approach, I tried to uncover the meaning of these experiences as described by the
participants in ordcr to develop new insights thai could facilitate pan:nting of infants, and
understand the health needs of these women and how they can best be addressed.
The chapter on methodology consists of two sections. The first section describes
the research methodology chosen for this study, henneneUlic phenomenology as
developed by van Manen (1990) and how this methodology was used in this study. The
second section is a detailed description of the methods used and includes: participant
selection and recruitment, data collection, data analysis, ethical concerns, and issues of
credibility.
Hermeneutic Phenomenology
Phenomenology, the science of phenomena, has been described as a philosophy, a
research methodology, and a researeh method (Oiler, 1982; Dmery, 1983; Ray, 1994). As
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a research methodology, liS purpose is to explore the humanness ofa being in the world.
It strives to identify, interpret, and understand the essential meaning of the human lived
expericncm which is the ordinary way in which humans experience their lives (Bergum,
1989; Ray, 1994; Streubcrt & Carpenter, 1999). It is a method of direct inquiry in which
questioning by the rest:archer provides further insights inlo thc lived experience of Ihc
"participants" (sometimes referred to as co-participants or collaborators). The researcher
probes deeply ioto a selected phenomenon, going beyond what may be taken for granted
in life to uncover meaning in everyday practice (Bergum, 1989). Morse (1992) stated, "It
is tbe uniqueness of living that is vital, that makes our lives ours, and that is sought in
phenomenological expression" (p. 91). Henneneutic phenomenology has ocen
recognized as a qualitative research methodology that is appropriate for many of the
conccpts of nursing science (Oiler, 1986; Ray, 1994). Van Manen (1990) highlighted
phenomenology as an approach to qualitalive research thai is both descriptive and
interpretative. 10 other words, through henneneutic phenomenology the researcher is able
to make interpretive seru;e of descriptions given by panicipants in order to have a "textual
rellection on the lived experiences and practical actions of everyday life" (p. 4). The
ultimale purpose of conducting this type of research is to cngagc in reflectivc writing and
create a "phenomenologicallcxt". In this study, the phenomenological text captured the
interpretation of the experience of becoming a mother as described by the new mothers
thal I worked v"ith in rurallndoncsia. Hermencutic phenomenology was chosen for its
ability to focus in depth on these Indonesian women's experiences as they were lived,
since lhey became first-time mothers. Phenomenology seemcd appropriate to the research
because it allowed these meanings or "phenomena" to emerge in their fullest breadth and
depth.
Since the purpose ofthis study was to ponray an accurate intcrprelation of the
phenomenon of first-time motherhood, it was necessary to suspend my beliefs,
assumptions, and bia'ieS prior to and during data collection in order to achieve this. This
process is known as bracketing (Strcubert & Carpenter. 1999). In bmeketing, the
meanings given to the experiences of the study panicipants occur without the researcher's
collceplUal interpretations of their world (Anderson, 1989). Bracketing was used prior to
and during data collection. Furtbennore, during data analysis, I moved from
understanding the whole text and context of the participant's descriptions of the
phenomenon of early motherhood, to identify and to extract significant statements from
which an exhaustive description of the phenomenon could be developed.
The basic structure of the methodology of henneneutie phenomenology by van
Manen (1990) consists of six dynamic and interrelated activities: 1) choosing a
phenomenon of interest, 2) investigating experience as il is lived, 3) reflecting on
essential themes, 4) describing the phenomenon, 5) maintaining a strong and oriented
relation to the phenomenon, and 6) balancing the research context by considering parts
and wholes (pp. 30-31). These activitics arc not meant to be a set of procedures, but were
used ill this work to help a new researcher carry out the present study.
Reflection and writing are the main methods by which the researcher is able to
explicate the experience under study. Writing promotes a reflection into the nature of this
experience because it helps the researcher increase his or her sensitivities into how
panicipants may use language to talk about their everyday life. Reflection is also
important for the participants. Participants. through interviews or alternate reflective data
collection techniques, e.g., diaries or other written accounl~, are asked to recollect their
experiences. Reflection on the part of the researcher begins the momcntthc phenomenon
is selected as she or he begins to ask what a particular phenomenon may be like. The six
research activities and methods just outlined were used to guide this research.
Choosing a Phenomenon oj Interest
This is a critical activity in that it calls for a commitment on the part of the
researcher (van Mancn, 1990). As a nurse who has worked in the area of maternal and
child nursing for 4 years and as a mother of two young sons, I have often reflected on
mothering and motherhood. r have wondered about the experiences of new mothers as
they try to begin caring for their infants. Did they experience the many demands of
motherhood that I did? Mothering is a phenomenon of great professional and personal
interest and led me to pose the phenomenological questions that infonned this research.
Because of my past experiences, I attempted to use bracketing, writing, and reflection
when I formulated the research. Complete bracketing is always hard to achieve. I was
interestcd in capturing the meaning of the experienccs of early motherhood and what
happens to rural Indonesian women who become fll"St-time mothers from these women
themselves.
Invesligating Experiences as Lived
The second activity within phenomenology is to investigate an experience as the
participant lives through the experience, rather than any theory or conceptualization of
that experience (van Manen, 1990). This activity was camed out through working with
selectcd participants in a TUral village in West lava and lhrough semi-structured
conversational interviews trying to find out what it was like to be a first-time mother in
this context. I explored what their actual feelings and experiences were as they
perfonned their mothering activities on a daily basis. Rather than asking what mothering
ought to be and what they thought they should do I askl.'d what it was like 10 be a mother
and what they did as mothers. I asked them to tell me about eenain experiences they had
with motherhood and mothering. Whenever possible, the women recounted personal
narratives of a particular experience.
Reflecting on Essential Themes
The third activity in hermeneutic phenomenology is an attempt 10 understand the
essential structure of the experience through themes that best capture these experiences
(van Manen, 1990). Following a completed interview with each of the participants, I
began to reflect on the experiences of these mothers as it was recounted through the
interviews and that I had made into textual formats. This reflection took the fonn of
attempting to identify essential themes or "the experiential structures" (van Manen, p. 79)
that characterized the experience offirsl-time motherhood for these rurallndonesian
women. At this point, I worked with the participants so that they could help eontinn that
what was important for them about mothering had been captured. In carrying out this
activity, the researcher is required to be a true lislener and be ahle to listcn to the way the
participants describe their experiences.
Describing the Phenomenon
An important activity within phenomenology is the writing and rewriting oflhe
phenomenon of interest or as van Mant:n (1990) explains "to do research in a
phenomenological sense is already and immediately and always a bringing to speech of
something" (p. 32 - italics in original). For this activity, I tried to put in words what it
meant to be a mother of a young infant. In order to capture the essence of these
experiences in writing, it was important to be sensitive to the subtle undertones of
language and localtenninology. One oftbe challenges of this activity was related to
translation. I had captured these women's experiences in an Indonesian language and
needed \0 put them into English. This required a great deal of time and care so that I had
the best description of the phenomenon that I could.
Maintaining a Strong and Oriented Relalion 10 Ihe Phenomenon
This activity is suggested in order to judge for ourselves the strength of our work
or how well we arc able to address our beginning question (van Manen, 1990). Within
this activity, I attempted to refocus on the question of what it is really like to be a first-
time mother for Indonesian women and whether I had been able to capture that
experience. What I was required to ask here was whether or not I had remained oriented
to my phenomenon of interest. Since my main interest in and orientation to the research
topic was so that f would be able to work with nurses and other health care workers at the
village and to understand the life situation of new mothers, I needed to ask if I had
developed "action sensitive knowledge" (van Manen, p. 156) through my work.
Balancing rhe Research Comexl by Considering Parts and Wholes
This lasl activity is meant to help Ihe researcher consider how to structure his or
her research study from the beginning of the study to the completion of the research (van
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Manen, 1990). it helps the researcher remain true to the intent of the project. The
concern within this acti,·jty is to select a way of presenting the research that takes into
consideration the question, participants and possible effects the research may have on
them, ethics of the researchamd how to prescnt the final results of the siudy. It helps to
understand how all aCthe parts orlhe study contribute to the whole or the study itself.
Although the six research activities have been listed and discussed separately, tbis does
not mean that the researcher should complete cach step one by onc. III the actual research
process, various activities may be undertaken intermittently or simultaneously (van
Manen,1990).
Methods
The following section is a description of how J carried out the research within the
framework of the six research activities that have been described in the section above. It
describes the methods used to carry out my research project in a systematic manner.
Selection and Recruitment ofParticipanrs
The participants in this study \,'ere women who had been selected from among
eligible mothers in hwl village in Panmg district, West Java, Indonesia. This district had
been chosen because it is the site of a larger project on women and children's health as
mentioned previously. To be eligible for the study, women needed to meet the following
inclusion criteria: (a) was a mother for at least four and no longer than six months, (b)
was willing and able to talk about her experiences of being a mother, (c) was a resident in
Iwul village in West Java, (d) was able to speak and understand Indonesian or Sundanese,
(e) was physically and melltally able to follow the interview process, (f) had a healthy
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infant, and (g) was able to give inronned consenl to participate in the research process.
During the middle to late September 2001, a total of 13 potential new mothers
who met the inclusion criteria from the approximately 37 known new mothers in the
village were approached by intermediaries (kaders or volunteer community health
workers), who are the people in the village that assist with prenatal and infant care
through their activities with the posyandu. The hiders knew many of the postpartum
women in the village because of their work in recruiting them for care at the posyandu.
The kader requested permission for me as a researcher to contact these women and when
verbal permission was given to do so, gave me the potential participants' names and
addresses. Eleven ofthcsc potential participants lived in dliSlin (community) Lengkong
Sarang and the remaining two in dusun Poncol. 1approached all of the potential
participants througb an initial visit with them. At tbat visit, tbey received verbal and
wrilten explanations of the study and had a chance to ask any questiuns concerning the
research, If they were willing to takc part in the study, they signed a consent form (sec
Appendix E). All thirteen of the new mothers approached agreed to participate in the
study and a time and place for their first interview was scheduled
lXJlaCvlleclion
Data were collected over a four-month period, from September to December
2001, beginning with the women who had delivered their infants earlier so as to collect
data in the time frame desired, i.e., \\~thin four to six months after the birth ofthcir
infants. The data were collected using semi structured conversational interviews. I felt
that such an inten'iew approach would best elicit the mothers' thoughts and feelings, as
well as detailed descriptions of their life-worlds as they related to their experiences of
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lirst-time motherhood. The conversational approach to the interview permitted the
mothers to describe in greater comfort whal the last few months had been like for them
and allowed for a good flow of information. The women for the most part were
comfortable talking in Ihis manner and talked freely. Interview material was of very
good quality. During the interviews I tried to keep what I knew and felt about
motherhood in the back afmy mind in order to allow the participants to describe their
experiences and encouraged them to talk about themselves. Prior to commencing the
interviews, a demographic sheet was completed with each participant (see Appendix C).
This information was used 10 provide a brief description of the participants and is
included in the following chapter.
As I conducted the interviews, scveral techniques were used to ensure credibility
of the data, including reflexivity, clarification, and summarizing. Immediately following
an interview I made field notes. The purpose of these notes was to record how non-verbal
body language and expressions confirmed not only what Ihe woman was saying, but also
how she was saying it. These nOles contained descriptions of nonverbal cues, recordings
of intenuptions, and ideas regarding possible emerging themes. Use of these techniques
enhanced the researcher's understanding of the phenomenon under investigation.
A total of two interviews were comluCled ,,",'ith each participant in the sludy. The
first interview was designed to give the mother the opportunity 10 describe ber experience
without intcnuption. This interview was tape-recorded with pennission and lasted
anywhere from 60 to 90 minutes. This interview took place at the participant's home. As
necessary, the questions in appendix D were used to help the participant focus on ccrtain
aspects of her experience. "l1Ie interview qucstions related to aspects of mothering for
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these women, as well as care during the postpartum period and lilly help they had had
with their infants. Examples ofqucslions included: "\Vhal it is like \0 be a mother?",
"Can you tell me about your experiences with how your life has changed since you have
become a molher?" and, "Can you tell me about your experiences with the health care
services you received after you delivered your baby?". These were based on areas
highlighted in the literature, the researcher's clinical experience, and aspects of
experience associated with phenomenological research (van Mancn, 1990). This guide
included a few open-ended questions to be used as prompts or continnation if needed.
However, the questions and the flow orthe interviews were largely directed by the
participant's responses. Sometimes, prompts such as "\Vilat else can you tell me?", or "Is
there anything else you would like to tell me?", were used to encoumgc participants!O
expand on their ideas and share more of thcir experiences.
The second interview was arranged after an identification of initial themes had
been accomplished based on what the women said in the first interview, and from
feedback from my supervisory commiw..-e members. A small number of potential themes
had been identified and noted. All participants agreed to a second inteT\'iew. The second
interview lasted between 4S to 60 minutes. As in the first interview, the second interview
took place at the participants' homes. At this time, participants were asked to read and
comment on the initial themes that had been identified, and confinn the themes as they
related !O their own experience. This helped validate my interpretation oflhe data and, in
some caSl;:S, filled in gaps in the data. The Sf;"Cond interview was important to allow
participants to verify, expand, and add descriptions of their experiences to ensure greater
accuracy of the data. Some of the gaps that were identified and needed further
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exploration ilial were added to the second interview look the fonn oCthe following
questions:
I. What role did the molher have in decision-making in the family about infant care?
2. What change, if any. had occurred in her relationship .....ith ncr husband?
3. Did the woman have a new status because of motherhood? How is it manifested, if
present?
4. When did she first fcellike a mother? And what contributed to that feeling?
5. Did she and/or her baby stay in the house for the firsl40 days after birth?
6. Who did she think would be lhe best person (most acceptable) 10 give her more
infonnation about childcarc?
For the mothers who had talked about feeling impatient with their baby, there was
an additional special question. Tb..is was: "What did they do when Ihcy felt impatient
lI.itb their baby and how did they feci about it?" The women were asked lhen to recount
actual instances when this had occurred.
[)ola .4nalysis
Since data had been collected in Sudanese or Indonesian. all data in this study
were transformed into textual descriptions or transcripts of the participants' experiences
in becoming new mothers in the original language. I had 10 review these interviews while
listening to the taped recordings to ensure the accuracy of the transcripts. The interviews
were then translated into English and once again chcckc<! for accurdCy. Additions and
corrections wcre made as n~es..~ary. A tr.mslator proficient in Indonesian and English
helped with the translation. The translated transcripts of the interviews into English
became the data for the study. together with any observations and impressions made
(field nOlcs). I reviewed the data in thcir entirety a number of times in order to gain a
scnscofthcwholc.
Using the \VTitten transcripts, I read and reread the texts. During this process, I
attempted to suspend, as much as possible, my own meaning and interpretations of
mothering either as a nuI'SC, mother, or from previous research on mothering and
motherhood. I also tried to identify key themes in the data. nlese were how the processes
of bracketing and phenomenological reduction were carried out (van Manen, 1990).
Each narrative of the transcribed interviews was carefully and systematically examined
for emerging themes through data coding. The thematic analysis of each interview in this
study was conducted through the selective or highlighting approach as outlined by van
Manen (1990). Using this approach, I read the transcribed texts and asked, "What
statcmcnt(s) or phrase(s) seem particularly essential or revealing about the experience
beillg described by these participants in this study?" I then circled, underlined, or
highlighted these statements. Thc themes selected seemed to best describe the experience
of first~timcmothers in rural Indonesia. One of the challenges of course is Ihat themes
can never completely capture the deep meaning of an experience and are "at best a
simplification an inadequate summary of the notion" (van Manen, 1990, p. 87). In all the
interview material I attempted to capture the cssential relationships among thc significant
statements selected and 10 prepare overall themes (an exhaustivc description of the
phenomenon) that best describe the new mother's experience of being a mother. Through
a process of ....Tiling and re·writing and with the guidance and input of my supervisors, I
described thc thcmes.
ElhicaJ Considerotions
When conducting phenomenological research, as with any research, there are a
nwnber of ethical considerations to which the resean:her must attend. Prior to the
commCOCCIIl.cnt of this study, permission 10 conduct the study "''as requesled and reccived
from !he Human Investigation Commince (HIC). Memorial Univcrsity of Newfoundland,
St. John's. Canada (see Appendix A) and from Komitc Elik Penelitian (Research Ethics
Committee), Faculty of Medicine, University of Indonesia, Jakarta (see Appendix B).
Initially, an inlcmlcdiary made contaci with potenlial study participants. This was
done to ensure that no pressure was placed on the participants by the researcher to
participa!C in the research. As described in the data collcction section, the intennediaries
helped with recruitnlent. The research and the panicipant's role in the study was
explained using simple language in order for the participams to understand it. This
explanation included the purpose of the study, the procedure for data colleclion and
length ofinlerviCY.'""S, and the participanl"s rights and obligations during the research
study. This was cxplained both verbally (to allow for limited Iiterucy skills) and in
,,"ritten consent in the participant's o"'n language (for translation sec Appendix E).
Participants were assured lheir participation was voluntary, they could wilhdraw from Ihe
study al any time, and their access to community health programs and serviees was not
contingent on their participation.
Both of the interviews were scheduled at a time nod place convenient for the
participants. Participants were advised of the lengthy nature of the interviews and told
they could take a break during the interview, stop and reschedule an interview, or refuse
to respond to questions posed by the researcher that they would prefer not to answer.
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Any questions that the participants had were also addressed.
Audio-tapes and other records pertaining to individual study participants were
treated as confidential in all stages oflhe study and in data storage. To ensure
confidentiality during the iuten-jews, participants were given a pseudonym that was used
as a code. No real names can be linked to the data. Tapes and transcriptions were stored
in a locked drawer. At the completion of the study, the tapes will be erased.
Crl<dibility ofFindings
An important criterion forevaluating qualitative research is credibility.
Credibility is a tenn that refers to the establishment orlruth inherent in the data (Strcubert
& Carpenter, 1999). In qualitative inquiry, the establishment of truth is crucial to ensure
that the findings accurately renee! the participants' experiences as well as thc data
(Oreen-Wood & Levin, 1998). For any study, credibility is especially powerful for
judging qualitative work (Creswell, 199R; Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
A number of means wcre proposed to establish credibiHty, In this study,
credibility started witb the researcher, wbo is a nurse and who bas cxperience with the
care of postpartum women. The researcher is also a mother with two children so she has
had experiences with motherhood within a similar culture. For these reasons, I was able
to build trust with the participants in discussing the intimate details of their postpartum
experiences. However, J was awarc of how my personal and professional experiences
could infiuence my interpretations of these new mother's experiences.
In addition, during the intetview, I wrote field notes about my observations and
impressions to support what the women werc saying and my interpretation of the data.
Furthermore, advanced education in nursing and family developmcnt made me more
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sensitive to these women's physical symptoms and their families as contt:xl for their
expenences
In the next step of credibility, confirmation and correction of Ihe themes was
established with the participants. In a qualitative study a degree ofcrtXIibility is achieved
jf the participants involved in the research recognize the descriptions of the experiences
as their own (Lincoln & GuM, 1985). In other words, participants are considered the
experts in accurately describing and interpreting their data. The participants were asked
to verify the accuracy of the findings. Each participant was given an opportunity to
provide any additional information ifshe so wished.
Finally, I worked closely with my supervisory committee in the data analysis and
interpretation (one member is proficient in phenomenology and women's health, and the
second member is an expert in maternal care). As a novice in the field of
phenomenology, their assistance helped me achieve greater accuracy of interpretation.
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CHAPTER 4
Findings
Whal is it like lo be a mother for the first time in a rural village in West Java,
lndonesia? How does the eatt that a woman receives assist her with early motherhood?
This chapter anempts to provide insight into the mothering experience of women who
live in Iwul village. It provides a description of these experiences using seven identified
themes. The chapter is divided into two sections. The first section presents a brief
description of the participants in the study. The second section is a thematic analysis of
the women's experience with early mothering.
Description of the Participants
All panicipants in this study were new mothers, i.e.. first-lime mothers. They all
had been mothers for al]east fouT and no longer than six months at the time afme
interviews. 11lere were 13 women in total who lOOk part in the study. Of the 13
participants, ten were native 10 IwuI and the remaining three were originally from Jakarta
and had been living in Iwul for approximarely three )'ears, All panic-ipants were married,
mosl of them within rbe past year and a half. The participants' ages ranged from 17 to 26
years. The average age was 21 years old. Seven of the participants lived with their
parents, three lived with paren~-in·law, and the remaining three lived in their own
household just nexi door to their parents-in-law. Therefore, all these new mothers had a
potential source of family help close to them.
There was variation in the educational background of rhe participants. Five of the
women had gradualed from elementary school, five from junior high school, one from
senior high school, one from college wilh a diploma, and the remaining participant had a
Bachelor's degree from a university. I\s a group they were more educated than most of
the women in the village. Only one of thc women was a working-mother. The others. had
previously been employed, but wcre no longer working u tside thc home in the paid
labor force. Their husband's place of work varied from the private seclor to self-
employment. Some husbands had a permanent job, and others were seasonally employed.
Health care during pregnancy and assistance with the birth oflheir infants also
varied somewhat among the participants. Ten of me women were cared for by trained
midv.rives and TBAs and followed traditional postpartum care, such as "mapasan" or
"kekerikan", and remained at or ncar their homes for the first 40 days postpartum. Two of
the women had been cared forollly by midwives and did not follow these postpartum
traditions, The remaining woman was cared for by just the TBA and also followed the
traditional postpartum rituals. Eight of these women gave birth at home, three at the
midwives' homes, one at a maternity clinic, and one in a hospital. The latter required a
vacuwn extraction of her infant. However, all of the women had a vaginal birth. Apart
from the assisted delivery, none of the women had complications during the birth of their
infants. All of the women breast fed their infants and were still doing so when
inten·iewed.
Thematic Analysis
This section presents in detail the themes identified from the interview. There
were seven themes that captured the experience of beillg a new mother and care received
during the first four to six months postpartum. These themes are: (I) Being a new mother
is not easy, (2) A new mother is not as free as she was before, (3) Trying to be a good
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mother, (4) Being a mother confirms her destiny as a woman, (5) Being a mother is vcry
gratifying, (6) A woman m::ver feels ready for fi~t-time motherhood, and (7) A woman
needs help when she becomes a mother for the first time.
In the following section the themes are presented separately to highlight the
structure of the experience of mothering for the participants. However, these themes are
interrelated and interdependent and together provide lhe "essence" of the experience of
motherhood for these women.
Being a New Mother is Not Easy
What is it like to be a new mother? This was thc question I began with in my
interview. One of the women sununed up very briefly what all the panicipants expressed
in onc way or another when she answered, "Being a mother is not easy". Prior 10 having
a baby it was hard for any of these young women to imagine just how difficult it would
be to integrate this new responsibility into their daily lives, It was only in retrospect that
as one woman said, "I realized how difficull il is 10 be a mOlher". In fact for somc of the
women, their experience now with motherhood made thcm more aware of their own
mothers and how difficult it must have been for them:
You know this [motherhood] makes me Ihink ofmy mother. I can feel
what my mother mU.ft have felt, like I do now, such as being busy, losing
sleep, and feeling fired when we were young children. I feel guilly now
when I think of my mother because I samc/imes disobeyed her.
Hopefully my child will obey my husband and me.
Being a new mother was not easy because the participants had to assume the
reSlXlnsibility for their babies and the care ofthesc babies. They felt this responsibility
was difficult and they tried to beoome more efficient in meeting the baby's needs and
establishing a daily routine of care. They had to incorporate such activities as breast
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feeding, bathing, changing diapers, dressing, consoling, comforting, putting to sleep,
watching over, playing with, and keeping the baby safe and well into their daily lives.
One mother described a fairly typical daily routine as
Well I bathe him twice a day. I fced him, change his diapers, take
care ofhim, play with him, alld slIckle him. J read in the magazines thar
when you suckle your child, you should chat with your baby ..so / do
that .ilfeels so great Mam.. especially since my son noll' is able
to amwcr me, e\!CIIlhough he is only babbling.
This constant care and attention to the baby and his or her needs put a great deal
of physical demands on the women. Many described themselves as exhausted, fatigued, or
suffering from a lack of sleep. Some even felt they had lost weighl because of how hard
they were working. Mothering was not just a daytime activity; it was a twenty-four hour
responsibility as described by this mother:
When the nighl comes, he /alls asleep, yel at midnighl, he wakes-up
hecallse he wels his bed. Because o/that. J'm often upset because he
imerrupls my night's sleep. So. J slIckle him, then he sleeps again.
The demands of infant care certainly did not become less as the baby grew and
developed. While the women felt more comfortable in handling their infants and caring
for them, they also fclt they had new rcsponsibilities associated with their care, They
generally felt that it was even harder mothering an older infant than a newborn, even
though handling a new baby caused morc apprehension for them. They were worried
about handling a newborn because the infant seemed so fragile and they wcre worried
they would hurt the baby. Different concerns about the growing baby were present as this
mother's experience suggests
"Well Mam ... my daughter is now more active, she al.Wl moves more
quickly than before. Now she is already sit/ing... / always worried thai
she may fall down when 1 leave her for cooking or washing clothes for
a while. I have to do my housework promptly, very quickly. Well / need
someone 10 look after my baby while J am doing Ihe housework. If J
haw~ somebody to If/ok after her. Mam._ then I can freely do my
housework.
These women were also trying to learn about their babies and the babies'
behavior. Because they lacked experience in caring for a baby, some of this learning was
by trial and error. Learning by this method was di fficult for the participants as they
attempted to sort oul the many ditTerent wants and needs of their young child. Many
found it difficult to know what was wrong with the baby when the baby cried. They
experienced a great deal of frustration when lhey were unable to soothe or comfort a
crying infant. I could dctcct the pain and frustration that was present in this woman's
voice as she described her situation:
1 get fed up with my son every time when he Ic.eeps crying I'm often
confused, 'whal's wrong with this kid? 1 have rocked him in my arms,
I've given him milk. I've laken him oUlside. but still I've no idea, why
he's crying'. I'm often impatienl because I dOIl'( understand anything.
II is very difficult ((j finders/and his aUilude and his wants.
What seemed particularly frustrating to some of the women was that it could be so
hard to console a crying baby -their crying baby - while others, like mothers or mothers-
in-law, could comfort the baby. The participants would try and do as their own mothers
or mOlhers-in-law had done but oftcn without thc samc success. Not being able to soothe
their own infant indicated just how hard mothering can be:
1 slill can', srop himjrom crying when he cries. 11 is different wilh my
mom. She is really good at handling him when he cries. When she holds
him lip, his crying will auwmalically SlOp. /I is so unlike me. If Ilry 10
carry him on my arm, his crying hecames 101lder. I often imilOte the way
my mom cottifons him, yet il doesn'l work at all. Ugh. ifil happens, 1
am so very IIpset. Until now, I still can'tflgure olltwhar he wanls.
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One of the reasons that motherhood was so difficult was because the women still
bad the responsibility to care for their husbrulds and households. Mothering was an
added responsibility 10 the ones the)' had assumed when they married and took over
responsibility for housework that included washing, cleaning, shopping, and cooking. It
was the added responsibility oflheir infant's care and having to fulfill their other
responsibilities that caused conflict for these women. Virtually all women in this study
coped with this potential conflict by giving priority to the baby, as one of the mothers
explained:
Well, my priority is to take care of Illy baby I will leave my household
dillies (lnd do them laler after she [her daughter] gels calm. , Iry my
best tv first take care of my daughter before anything else. I can
always do housework lel/er. My baby is more important.
Mothering could be even more challenging in the event that the baby bad a
problem. The mothers talked ahom their responsibility to keep their babies healthy. lbey
were responsible for laking their babies to the posyandu on a monthly basis to have
regular health check-ups. If the baby should hccome sick this increased the women's
worries, as well as the physical demands of care. They were up more frequently at night,
watched the baby more, and had to spend more time holding and trying 10 comfort the
baby. Two of the mothers who had an experience with a sick baby felt that the biggest
challenge of mothering was keeping the baby healthy. One woman described her feeling
about this:
My challenge I don 'I want my son lofall sick. I wow him to always
be healthy Previously, he was sick alld I wa~ confused, scared, so
siressed and felt sorry for him. n,ar's why I always look after him
cllrefully. I don'/ want him to get sick anymore.
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If the baby was more prone to sickness or episodes of illness the mother
experienced even greater difficulty. She felt quile helpless to do much 10 comfort the
baby apart from slaying close to the baby. It was emotionaHy difficult f the mother
seeing her baby so sick. One woman, in particular, expressed an overwhelming worry
about maintaining her baby's health because her son often gets sick. She felt thai she had
not been able to care for her baby well and does not even know how to care for a haby.
She hopes hcr baby \~in always be healthy. She comments thus
My son foUl" sick too often. that's been my problem since he was born
until now ... ! feel so sorry for him ...and whenever he gels sick, he
doesn'r wanl anybody else to hold him. He only wants me, so I can '( do
anything else. J take care of him day and night. I am recllly tired
physically and memally_ I am afraid thal something bad may happen to
him. J wam my baby to always be healthy.
In addition, having a baby added to the monthly expenses of all the panicipants,
especially in providing infant needs such as fceding, dressing, and keeping the infant
healthy. This resulted in a reduction of family finances for a number of the women,
especially those who were of low socioeconomic status. '[bey faced financial difficulty
because of the infant care responsibilities. For exantple, one woman whose husband was
seasonally employed expressed her financial dilliculty due to the fulfillment of the baby's
needs. She stated:
Another problem concerns our economy Mam, Ihe monthly
expenditures are clearly increasing, on Ihe other hand, my husband has
no. even ifhe works. thai's only temporary. Now. we get a lol ofhelp
from our parenfs. JIIe gel even rice from our parenfs
Another mother who has a higher sociocconomic status, but nevertheless
anticipated financial problems in keeping her baby healthy and in providing solid food or
instant milk. expressed her situation as
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Ollr monthly expenses too. likewise additional costs/or my baby, I have
to reserve money for medical expenses for my baby as well as she is a
very young child, so she might unexpectedly gel ill. For medical mailers
J always trust if my baby is treafed by a pediatrician. Well it will be
costly of course, then her powdered milk, her meals. Well, it is really
cosilyfor us /0 payfor monthly expenditures now
A New Mother is nOI as Free as She was Bejore
Not only did motherhood bring new responsibilities for these women, but it also
brought about other changes in their lives. In the interviews, thc women described some
of the many changes that Ihcy had experienced in their liws since becoming a mother.
Without exception one of the greatest changes thai all tht: women interviewed discussed
was the impact that having a baby and having to care for that baby had on their freedom.
The women now had to consider their infants and what to do with them if they wanted to
do anything or go anywhere. A common response was, "life has changed', and that
freedom had been restricted or the many demands left little time for what she liked to do.
More frequently thc women would simply state, "you arc nOI as frce as you were
hefore". Most of the participants expressed some feeling of isolation from their friends
and confinement in their activities aftcr they had the baby. One woman summed up her
life now as
Basically, ajier having a hahy, my personal lije has changed. 1 can '1
be like the way / used to be (She was smiling)
There was a big difference from bcing a young single woman in thc village to
being mamed and a mother. It was felt as a big transition in their lives. As a mother, the
woman faced the reality of her CUITCllt situ.1tion, that of care of her baby. All the women
compared their life circumstances before they had a baby with what they were after the
baby was born, Because of the demands of motherhood they did not have the same
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amount of time 10 spend Oil themselves nor with friends. Whereas prior to having a baby
they could take their time in getting dressed, grooming their hair, and just looldng their
best, after the baby wa.~ born this would be a real luxury. One of the participants
explained:
Somcrimes I don"( even have enough lime for myseifforjusl raking a
bath, or for combing my hair and making-up my face. Now J don '{ have
lime fo look after myself So. what people around here say is true "oflce
you have a baby, you look old" because there is no more time 10 take
care ofyourself 'just have a child and' already look faded. look old,
tired.
The women explained that they needed to and were putting the baby's needs
ahead of all olhers and even before their own needs. The baby's needs were mted as
having a much higher priority than their own pleasure or their personal needs, no matter
how hard this was at times for them to do. For some women putting the baby's nceds first
was a big change from their previous lifestyles, because they were all fairly young and
did not have a great deal of responsibilities. However, they were willing to change for
the sake of the baby:
Now. I'm 1101 able to please my self Now I am actively breasrfeeding, /
have to choose heallhy eafing habils. / mean f mlLst be careful/o select
foods to keep me heallhy since I think of my baby and / must be
prepared to sacrifice my own pleasure. It is Ihe time to think of my
child.
In puning the baby's necds ahead of all others, most mothers in this study
reported that they had to make significant changes in their lives in order to accommodate
Ihe needs of their infants. The mothers talked about their restrictions on going outside the
home whcn Ihey wantcd to as a fonn of thinking about thc baby's needs first They had to
consider the baby's well being first before they could go out to do shopping or just going
out for enjoyment. They often canceled their plans to go outside the homc bl=cause they
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were worried about the baby. AI the very least they had to cllTtfully plan forthe baby's
care if they needed 10 go out for a soon period. TIle following quotes illustrate the
restrictions women experienced after the binh oftheir infants:
My mind is alwuys willi my dnugh1l'r. whene~oe' I wanl to go OUl, or
wam 10 !ecm! her at home I am always worried she may be crying and
need breastfeeding. There/ore. I'd better slay 01 home a 101 more.
After being a mother. now if I want /0 go Ollt alone. I ha\'(~ to think
aoom my son first. If / go somewhere, wilh whom will my baby be?
Should 1 bring him along or not? Does he need milk? So, I must be at
home 10 lake care ofmy child. It is all right to stay at home
When the infants wcre older and it was acceptable to take them outside the home.
i.e., after the 40 days poslpartum, an alternative for these woman was 10 consider
bringing the baby with thl:m if they wanted to leave the home. They felt the only way
they could have peaee of mind was if they took their babies along. As one woman said. "/
can't go anywhere without bringing my child." A second woman also reflected, "Now, I
hal'e to carry 0 baby whell going out;' Another said, "J will bring my child ifJam goillg
out, so I am no longer alone along the way when going 0141, I ha,'e to carry my baby wilh
me:' Even irthey were able to take lheir baby along with them. the mothers felt they had
lost some freedom because they felt they could not take a small baby everywhere and
they were becoming heavier to carry aroW1d.
Besides dealing with the re~1riclions on going outside of the home because they
wcre worried about their babics, several motbcrs also said that Ihey were not free 10 go
outside the home wilhoUi pcnnission from their husband. [n this case, they also showed
their respect to their husband by asking his pennission when they wanted to go outside
the home. One woman staled:
Now obviously I have a husband, I have respect for him. When 1 want 10
go somewhere. I mUSI get permission from my husband. Usually my
husband doesn'f forbid me if1 want /0 go somewhere. as long as I ask
him first.
The increased responsibilities of motherhood greatly affected the time they had to
spend with their friends. Most afthe women in this study voiced the fact that they were
no longer free to go out with their friends as they used to be before they had a baby. They
now had to stay at home most of the time with the baby. They talked a great deal about
how Ihey used to get together and hang around with friends when they were single
women. A woman commented on her loss in time for relationships with friends as
follows:
When I was single, I frequently used 10 lake a walk and spend my time
wilhfriends, bUI noll', I spend alai ofmy lime al home. J can 'I go oul to
myfriend's house for relaxing. and seldom go out to mee/ myfriends.
Not being as free as they were prior to the birth of the baby meanl a big change in
friendships and time to spend with friends. Many of their friends were still not married
and, therefore, free to spend time visiting with each other and taking part in certain
activities. These activities were now restricted 10 Ihe participants as wives and especially
as mothers. Young unmarried women in the village spend time together. For the
younger women in this study not being free to be with friends was especially difficult and
they reflected on this loss of freedom:
Yeah, I can no longer freely go anywhere as J used to. I can no longer
play or go oul alone. I now spend most ofmy time al home. Sometimes
I am jealous looking 01 my friends who do nol have a bahy. I often
Ihink "1 used 10 be free like Ihem 100" Now 1usually slay home.
Another loss of freedom that some women talked about had to do with working
outside Ihe home. !'rior to marriage and the birth of the baby the women had worked.
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Almost all of the women in the study quit working after Ihcy had a baby, some even after
Ihey first married. Thcy felt that they did not have time fOf working outside the home
anymore because of infant care responsibilities. Some preferred staying at home with the
baby to working outside for the sake of giving the best care to their baby. One woman
staled:
Before having {he baby. J Ilsed 10 ha~'e a job at the filclary just for fun
and gef/ing money. BUI now, I can't do fhar anymore. J have to Slay at
home wilh my baby_
However, while Ihey acknowkdgcd that care of their infants was a priority in
their lives and they loved thc child very much, they did miss the workplace and their
work. They experienced some tension between motherhood and having a career. A
discussion on this topic during our interview led one participant to tell me"
Actually I envy. deep in my heart 1really envy. 1 [feel] envy when I
see other people, or my friends, who are still single, and don 'I ha~'e any
kids, and still can do whatever they want to. Ifmy friends come to visit
me I feel a bit sad heuring Iheir stories. Some of Ihem have become
supervisors and the olhers have become Ihis and that
Trying 10 be a Good Mother
According to the participants in this study, being a good mother was an important
aspect of mothering and something they tried very hard to accomplish. We discussed
what a good mother was and how they were able \0 be that kind of mother in their
everyday lives. These discussions suggested the importance that the women attached to
motherhood and what they felt that meant. More tl1an one woman discussed what makes
a "good mother" and stated, "I really wan/to be (I good mother."
How did the participants express what makes a good mother? In exploring further
the "lived" aspects ofbcing a good mother, Ihe participants talked about their
relationship with their baby and how they needed to approach this relationship. All the
women talked about developing patience "vith their child and being able to maintain this
patience even when mothering was most difficult, such as a baby who eould not easily
be consoled. Some oflhe mothers were not quite prepared for how their patience would
be tried by sueh a small individual.
What kind of molher am I? Well I am a molher who has insufficient
experience. I wi.rh I could be a good mother. in fact as a mother I
should be more patient. Bur I think I am nUl like that yet. Having a
child is training for me to be a patient person a mOlher should be
patient with her baby
Mothers spoke about their etIorts to be patient with their baby's behavior. They
felt patience is very helpful when trying to understand what the baby wants, especially
when the baby keeps crying. Some participants considered being patient to be one ofthe
big challenges lor a new mother. Some said that they just took a deep breath, trkd to be
patient, and not to be angry with the baby when she I he continues to cry. The rest orthe
participants asked their mothers how to calm their babies. One woman described how she
is able to be patient with her baby'
How would you be impatient with a little baby? A lit/Ie baby doesn't
know anything yet, he will not understand [She was laughing]. If he
cries, I hold him in my arms then breustfeed him until he falls asleep. 1
ask myself. why would I be angry wilh him so, I keep myse/fpatient, the
more paIient I am, Ihe more I love him [She was again laughingJ.
It was not always easy for these mothers to be patient with their infants because of
the many demands of motherhood. Some fclt that they had not encountered any other
event in their lives thai demanded the same amount of patience while others felt it was
particularly difficult because by nature and habit they were not particularly patient. They
had to work at being the mother they thought they nceded to become:
Sometimes when he is being quite calm, / feel sorry and regrel thai /
often get angry with him. Why do / gel angry wilh him? He is only a Unle
baby. He doesn'l Know anything yel.
The participants in this study described that trying 10 be a good molber meant
having the primary' responsibility of childcare. They also talked about how a good mother
would love and watch over~ baby and would rum her attention to the baby. For the
sake of the baby this meant that they would quit work and stay at home to take care ohhe
baby. Quitting work would allow them to be a better mOlher. Some even fdl that they
would only go back to work when their baby ha~ grown-up. They felt they had a good
chance to get a job because they arc still young. One woman staled:
Somelimes I'm thinking of going bade 10 work. OJ COl/rse, you know
whal / mean. righl? I am a mOlher now / have 10 quit working for my
son. BUI. . well thaI'S okay. / still haw a 101 ojchances for Ihal. / am
slill young, aren'l /?
In the long-term, being a good mother meant that a ,,",'Oman would need to be able
to raise a child who would reneet well on her and especially her husband. Thc)' believed
that their ability to raise the child well is a renection on their husband's name. As a good
mother, these women thought about how their abilities as a mother would be evaluated in
lhevillage:
Obviously. / have a husband, so I ml/st keep my husband's good name
and must h([l,'e a harmonious rdOlio1l.vhip wilh my husband. That's for
sure, becal/.fe if I make a mistake.. my hU.fband will be blamed by Ihe
people. It is socialjocl with people around here thai as a wife, / should
keep my husband's name. So, now I have 10 keep actillg well.
They were acutely aware of their new status as a mother and what that meant in
terms of how they might be judged by others, especially their husbands, but also family
and friends, and people in the village. When I asked them 10 describe whatthcir new
status as a mother was like, most ofthcm referred to the mother's responsibilities (baby,
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husband, and household). One woman explained:
My new status now is Q morher. / hal'e (0 talce care my child every day,
my husband or my family, and el'ef)'liay / a/so htn'e 10 lake care ofmy
housework.
In addition. they rell a good mother should be able to manage ber lime wisely. For
a number orthe participams in this study. this included lime for taking care orlbe child,
time for doing the housework. and time for the husband. They talked about how lhey
divided their lime for those different responsibilities. Some women arranged their daily
lime by waking-up earlier in the morning than before they had a child. They completed
the housework earlier ill the morning beforc their husband or their baby got up. They
wanted everything related to housework to be done before caring for their husband and
their baby. Two examples show how these women lry to share their lime between their
baby, husband, and housework:
/ always get up early in lire morning at around" am, / Slurlto "'ash the
dishes and cook the rice. l1w main rhing is e\'el)'rhing has to be ready
before my husband and child get up. I don'r M'ant rime for housework.
to be taten a....ayfrom carillgfor my husband und playing with my son.
/ al....ays try my besr to have e\'I!T)"hing well done. / have to be able to
manage my time well ... / wake up very early in the morning. while rhey
are still sleeping, and quickly do my work. [smilingl.
Being a Mother Confirms her Destiny as a Woman
The women in the study saw motherhood as something that offered them a
posilive identily. They felt that getting married and having 11 child transfonncd a woman
into a mother and also an adult. Despite the difficulties they experienced including their
loss offrcedom, motherhood confinned a woman's dcstiny and created self-respect. All
the women in this study, without c:»ccption, felt il was part of Iheir destiny as women 10
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gel married and have a baby. This feeling of destiny helped them to acceptlhc many
changes in their lives One woman explained how she felt about her new status as a
mother:
/1 '.j' my destiny, righl? Basically; I have changed because J am a woman
who has a husband, now 1 have a child, and maybe SOn/Climes I will be
annoyed by my child. No, 1am no/ sorry at all willi what / am now
The women discussed the changes to their body that accompanied pregnancy and
breastfeeding and fclt these too were part ofthdr destiny as a woman. The changes after
birth they described included changes in the size of their breasts, stretching of their
abdominal muscles. and changes in body weight. Because of their destiny as a woman to
have a baby, thcy considered that these changt':s were not a problem for them and were
conunon to all women. As well, they thought that those changes were a pan of their
sacrifices for the sake of the child. One woman cxpressed her acceptancc of the physical
changcs as part ofa woman's destiny, as follows:
Once' felt shocked, especially when / was pregnant, my body was so
big. / realized Ihal it is the woman '.I' destiny 10 hm'e children. /1 is about
lime thaI/experienced this evenl, so I juSt accepled if. You know ir is
for my son, so let il be. Now, my breasls have become bigger. besides,
my belly is big Ihere is a slack offal on my belly. bllt if is no big
deal. It is woman '.I' destiny.
The feeling of having a child as a "women's destiny" also had an impact on how
they saw the changes in their social life. Ewn though they were not able to engage in the
same social activities with friends that they had prior to having a baby and despite the
fact that some still felt envy when thcy saw unmarried friends or friends v,.ithout children,
most stated that they aeccpted these changes because it was part of being a woman in
indonesia. One woman who was asked to describe her feelings when she watched her
friends who were still single and had the freedom to go anywhere responded;
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Well it doesn '/ mailer at all, 1should 110t be jealou'~. why should I? I am
a married woman who already has a baby. 1 realize that I have less
freedom right now. bill I think 'hal is my desliny as a woman who
a/ready has a baby.
Another part of their destiny as women living in a village in West Java was that
they be prepared to follow the traditions arthe postpartum period. The women in this
study who are native to the area (ten oCthe thirteen participants) accepted tradition and
followed those of the 1""'.11 village for postpartum care during the first forty days. In
accepting their destiny, they followed these traditional customs even if they wefe
uncomfortable. "Ibesc traditions include doing "mapasan". using an abdominal binder,
staying at home for the first 40 days, and following any food prohibitions.
The women who followed these traditions did not fully understand how the
traditions helped. They just followed them. They believed that the rituals and ceremonies
were to prevent mothers and babies from becoming sick or for the sake of the mothers'
and baby's health. Ultimately, they just said it was part ora "woman's destiny". One
woman who followed the traditional custom of using the abdominal binder during the
fi~t 40 days explained'
1 conlinuously wore the binder ... 1 removed it only when laking a bath.
It '~. l"ef)' difficulllO use the toilel with a binder on. 1 had to keep it on
even when I was sleeping. [1Jfelt really uncomfortable. I just tried 10
follow what I was being /old· pafiently. If '~. my destiny as a woman.
Other women were afraid something bad would happen to them and their babies if
they did not follow the "maposan" custom. For this reason, they followed the rituals.
They felt that they were tbe ones who should accept the responsibility to follow what the
older people said. This is illustrated by a participant who admitted:
/ a/so did "mapasan" ... it u the custom here which, for the jirst 40
days. forbids all mothers that have just given biT/h 10 eal cerwin foods
or lO do the housework before the baby's cord was broken. I followed
Ihe CUSlOm, if I didn'l do Ihm / am afraid somelhing wrong may
happen. I am tM one who shOldd acceplthe "adition around here and
Ihe people here will say iMI I didn'l follow whol old people
said, .. he... he... Ijustfollowedihat "adition.
One oflbe aspects ofuaditional postpanum care is that the mother and
particularly the infam should Slay in the home for the first forty days postpartum.
Although they found il to be a \'ery restrictive practice, a number of women felt
compelled to obey this tradition and were accepting ofic
Yes, Mom I should slayal homefor40 doys. I mean my baby olld I may
not go 011I of Ihe house /00 far. So I am jusl aroulld my hOllse. That's
Ihe custom here YOII know, Mam. ellSlOm here forbids mothers that
have jllSl givell birth and the baby go 0111 ofhOllse 100 for. They said, a
molher that hosjllst given birth smellsjishy, so the erillilces it a 101 all<!
will tempt them.
Being a Mother is Very Gratifying
The panicipants expressed their suuggle ""ith anum~ ofdifficulties, challenges,
and responsibilities relate:d to bdng a new mother, howc\'c:r, they also talked about the
satisfaction and the gratification they received from being a mother. For all the women in
this study, the gratification with the baby contributed a great deal to what it was like to be
a new mother. The women spoke about their babies and the strong feelings of lo\'e that
were evoked by just looking at the baby:
[Son] is growing bigger Gild he's also getting cllter. I feel thai I adore
him even more IIOW.
Just as the sources of difficulty with motherhood were many, so were the sources
of gratification. One of the main sources of gratification was the feeling of pride in
having a baby. Because they had a baby, a number of the women felt a sense of
nimportance and maturity in becoming an "adult woman", One woman felt that having a
baby gave her a sense of security and belonging because she was able to prove to herself
and others that she is "nonna!" or "fertile women",
1 am ~'ery proud of having a baby. Because I am fertile I am able to
have a child. I know that many women want to have children so badly
that they n'en buy a child.
Another feeling of gratification was theiT new status as a mother. The new status
gave them an identifiable social status in their community. All panicipanls felt proud of
having a new status, as stated by onc woman, "1 am very happy wilh my new staTUs now."
An additional source of gratification was the infant's behavior. They described
how having an infant brought fun, consolation, and humor into their lives. The baby's
behaviors and caring for the baby also made some participants feel happy with their baby
and they felt proud of themselves as a mother. Some women fclt happy with the baby
because the baby could now play with them or be a friend to talk to when they fclt lonely.
Others felt proud with their ability to care for their baby. In other words, they said
although they felt fatigued due to a lack of sleep, they liked what was happening to their
baby:
I now have someone 10 play with My son is a kind ofentertuinment for
me. When J feel upset. nol upsel with my baby, of course, I falk 10
him ...play wilh him ... andwhen he smiles, my upsef willjuSl go ffil'Gy.lf
I'm sleepy, it will disappear when I see him smile. Moreo"'er, my son is
now doing a 101 and ,h(l/ makes me even happier. He always smiles and
laughs every lime Iwlk to him
The gratification with their infant also seemed to have an effect on the women's
decision to quit work. A number afthe women preferred taking care afthe baby to
continued work ouL"ide tht: home. By quitting work they fell that they had much more
time for the baby. As one woman stated, "I am more able /0 take care ofmy daughter
'han make money, I think [Laughing]." Another woman made similar comments. She
explained, "/lI'ont 10 enjoy taking care ofmy child .working again? That's a piece of
cak£. I could do lJulllater."
For mOSI of the participants in this study, seeing lhc baby grow and expericncing
the baby's achievements was a very gratifying part of motherhood. Every day the babies
seemed to surprise them with their progress. This progress rc\varded them for their
sacrifice as a mother. Several \vomen commented about how gratified thcy wcrcjust by
having a healthy baby. Their baby's hcalth made them feel that their sacrifice was worth
it. One woman expressed her happiness as a mother when she observed her baby's
progress:
At this lime, what makes me happy as a mother is I can see my son
grow. For instance, he can lie face downward, and he starts to sil. I'm
so happy when I play with him, seeing him laugh and play. Thank God,
there arc some results now, because when I recall it was very painfUl
when I delivered my child, I suckled him. At least, now my sacrtfice is
worth jl. My son is heallhy
Many of Ihe women did nol have any experience with a newborn and were very
surprised at how much a baby was capable of doing. The mothers watched their infants
carefully to see what they could do. One woman described how she waits for the
surprises from her new baby's achicvemcnts on a daily basis. She is proud to he a mother
because shc is seeing how her baby is grov.ing up
Walching the growth of my daughler is the most exciting fhing. I am
proud 10 be a mother because J can see and experience each mumem by
myself When my daughler )I'as three momhs old, she already cuuld lie
flat on her stomach .... wow, it's surprising to me. I think her grol'l'lh is
improving. I am proud C!f looking aI her cleverness and liveliness. Now
she is already able to move forwards and backwards_ Hopefully, next
momh, exactly six months. she wilt be able 10 sit
An additional source of gratification and pride in being a mother for the women in
this study was their ability to breastfeed and the act of breastfeeding. The women
explained that they were very happy when breastfeeding their baby. Brcastfeeding was
one of the things that they could do for the baby. In fact it would have been very
distressing if they had not becn ablc to nourish their babies in this way. The participants
had a special gratification in their ability to breastfeed. The act ofbreastfecding, above all
else was something they were able to do for their infants. It made them feel like a mother
and some felt like a perfect woman because of this ability. One woman described her
feelings'
1 am a mother /lOW. 1 have to give him my breast milk everyday. Now 1
am in [experiencing] motherhood. 1 think that's all with my /lew
status now I feel like a morher. 1 realize thai I'm a mother and I
haw to sllckle my child. I really do want 10 suckle him
This gratification with being able to breastfeed contributed to the emerging
feeling of being a mother. When the women were asked to describe when they first felt
like a mother, many referred to the first time they gave their breast milk to their baby.
These feelings were articulated clearly by two women:
1still did nor haw the feeling ofbeing a mother when I gave birth to my
son, bUI when I gave him milkfor the first time the third day after birth
that lime I really felt like a mother because thai time he cried
because he wanted lO drink milk That lime I really felt that my baby
really needed me as his mother [smiled].
I felt /ike a malher lor the first time when my daughter wa~' born and I
gave her my breast milk for the first time. At that time. suddenly my
heart said that J am a mother now my baby needs my breast milk for
her body to grow. I really fell thaI she needs me LSmilingJ.
The last of source of gratifie.ttion came from what they saw as a new relationship
with their husbands. Their husbands now saw them as the mother of their infants. Many
felt it also contributed 10 an improved relationship with the husband. A number ofthe
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panicipants said that after Ihey had the baby, their husband was more loving towards
them. Because or the baby, they were closer to each other in their relationship as husband
and wife. One woman expressed her gratification about the improved relationship with
her husband:
Anyway, since / had a baby my relationship with my hushan.d has
become closer, and morc romantic. fie loves me more, now
Olhers explained that since having a baby, their husbands stayed at home morc
ollen to be with them and to give more attention (0 the baby. They stated that their
husbands contribute to the baby's care. A number of the mothers reported theiT husband's
participation was not only in child care, but also in practical help wilh household tasks,
and they were satisfied with this facl.
Thank God. I have a husband who can help me. J am happy with his
support He also often wakes up at midnight whenever our child wakes
up and then holds her until she Jalls asleep again. Sometimes when he
does not work, J mean he has a holiday, he plays with her while I am
cooking, washing, and cleaning the house
What was especially gratifying to these women was when others took notice of
their infants. The participants described with pride how they feli when they took their
babies with them and someone makes a positive comment about the baby. These
comments serve to reinforce lhe pride they felt as mothers and validated their own
satisfaction wilh lhe baby. As two participants said:
Jfeel so proud and happy with my son when there are people who like
my son. Especially when he's at his age. just like now. Many people like
my baby and that makes me proud ofhim. People say he is so cllte.
J have 10 carry my daughter wilh me, If there is someone who likes my
baby wow, I feel so happy to have her loved or liked by Olhers. For
example. when Ihere is someone who says Ihal my child is healthy and
fat or cute that makes me happy.
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A Woman Ne""er Feds Ready for First-Time Motherhood
One ofthc aspects of motherhood thaI all women in this study discussed was their
lack of readiness to be a mother. All the panicipams felt a lack of experience with
mothering. They felt that they did nOI have enough knowledge about childcarc to take
care of a baby. Several participants could not imagine how to care for the baby before
they became mothers. Most of the panicipants in this study experienced a sense of being
afraid to hold their baby and only dared to hold their baby around a month after delivery.
One panicipant explained"
AI that time, I mean before my son was a munth old. I was scared 10
hold him, he was like a skelelon, Mom. I haven't dared yet [hold him]
especiallyfor washing, 1juS! am afraid he willia/! when I bathe him
The lack of experience and lack of knowledge about mothering had an impact on
their judgment of their ability to be a mother, as well as their self-confidence. A result of
this was a feeling of inadequacy in their ability to be a mother. When they were pregnant
some of the women said they tried to imagine what it might be like to hecome a mother,
and found it difficult 10 even sec themsdves in such a position.
A number of the women said even at the point in time (four to six months after
birth) they still did not feel "totally" like a mother because their own mothers were still
involved with the baby's care. A few still lacked the confidence to handle the baby alone
They still needed the support of their mothers to lake care ofthcir child. These feelings
....-erc articulated clearly by IwO women
Well, [think, [don't feel completely like a mother. [haven't taken care
of him totally and my parents still give me a hand. Actually, J don't
have any idea about it. [ don't even know how the people judge me as a
mother and ['m not quite certain abolll what kind ofmother [am. I only
feel that I haven 'I heen a mOlher who is really a mother
I slill don'r know yet. Now, [feel that I'~'e not been a mother
completely. My mom still helps me in 1015 o(things. I don't think I have
totally taken care of my child. I still don't feel I'm fully a mother. [
hUl'en't taken care of my son by myself My mom is more acth'e in
handling my son's problems.
The women's lack of experience and knowledge made them afraid to decide about
childcare by themselves. They continued to rely on their mother or their husband as the
decision-maker for infant care in their family, Many of the women expressed lhcir feeling
of a lack of confidence in their ability in deciding about childcare. The following is a
fairly typical experience:
[ don't have knowledge about chi/dcare. This i.~ my fin't experience. ifJ
want to do something for my daughter, J always have a doubl in my
mind... whether this is goodfor her or not I am scared thar my decision
is not goodfor my daughter.
Their lack of ability to decide on aspccl<; of infant care made them depend heavily
on advice from their own molhers, It highlighlCd just how unready and how unprepared
they were to assume the responsibilities of motherhood, As first time mothers they
lacked the practical ability to feel comfortable with their new role:
Thar is right, Mam I don't have a role in this case. My husband doesn't
as well we just follow what my mother suggests. We realize Ihat our
knowledge about caring for a baby is not much, so we always trust my
molher to decide whal 's lhe bestfor our child.
The sense of not being ready for mOlherhood also related to psychological
readiness to be a mother. In this casc, there were some participants who seemed to still
want to he with their friends who are slill single. Psychologically, it seemed that they felt
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they \\'ere not ready 10 leave their life as an unmarried woman with friends for life as a
mother with a baby. This part of being a mother was explored, and how they Cella sense
of envy ""hen they saw that their friends were still free to go OUI anywhere. One woman
admined:
lfeel envious when [see "'J'friends who orc slillfree to go any....here.
Sometimes / like to say to my.friends that howm 'f mu"itd yet, "Don',
get married soon, it is belter to be a single woman, free 10 go
anywhere instead oflaking care ofa child, growing old at home. 11 is
betler 10 sloy single, free to go anywhere n. oh deep in my hearl, maybe
f am je%lls of/hem.
The feelings of a lack of readiness for motherhood were not just confined to the
younger women in thc study. Even the women who had been out in the workforce had
similar feelings and they questioned the choice they had madc to take on motherhood.
One woman. who had quit work after she had a baby, also expressed her feelings of envy
towards her friends who ...,.ere still progressing in their careers. One participant in this
situation described how hard this was for her:
Sometimes I feel a bil a sad hRaring my friends' stories about lheir
careers. I ask myself. "....hy I can'l be like them, why don't I hal'*! the
same opportunity like them?"
A Woman Needs Help when She Becomes a Mother for the First Time
The lack of readiness and preparation for motherhood led the women in this slud)'
10 experience the postpartum period as a time of needing help. In other words, the need
for support or help, both infonnal (such as that provided by relatives family or friends)
and fonnal (such as that provided by health care professionals) was seen as crucial for
every woman who experienced motherhood for the first lime.
All participants in this study required some assistance with the care oCthe baby.
Because of their inexperience in caring for the baby, the women in this study identified a
need to learn to take care of the baby. In other words, the participants need to be taught
childcare from someone. One participant stated:
Because 1 don't have experience in taking C(lre of the child before
[Smiling], truly / need ,l'Omebody 10 gUide me, 10 leach me everything
Ihat's related to ihe malters ofmotherhood, Mom.
The participants were asked who would be the best person to give them, or others
in their situation, more infonnation or knowledge about childcare. Some women
mentioned that their OV.TL mother or at least older or senior people are more appropriate to
give them knowledge about childearc. They considered that those people have already
had a lot of experiences in caring for children. Two women stated:
Well I think that old people here would be Ihe besl to gil'e their
experiences for lIS as a new mother.
My parent, especially my mother or senior people who hnve already
adequate experience in caring for children to give their knowledge
about childcare for me
On the other hand, there were other women who trusted the fonnal health care
system, such as the trained midwife, as the person best able to give infonnation about
childcarc. They felt that with the services of the traint."<i midwife, their health and safety
was guaranteed. For example, one woman described
Of course, the professional heallh care services such as physicians.
trained midwh'es, nurses and also a special doctor for children are
gil'ing m' some informvtion abollt chi/dcare for new mothers like me
{laughing]. They know a IOf about health.
All the particlpant~ in this study talked aboullhe person who has been most
involved in their care since they became mothers. Most of the women depended on their
own mothers. They said that their mothers were the most important people in providing
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help to them. They stated that their mothers were grcalleaming and helping resources
Most orlhe women in this study had learned how to take care of the baby from their
mothers since carly motherhood, for example, bathing the baby and learning how to calm
down the baby. They also learned their mothers' ways of giving comfort to the baby.
Two women had learned how to care for the baby from their mothers.
She [Her mOlher] helps me a lor. / usually ask her experience in laking
care of children. She also teaches me how to care for my son, how to
cook, and so forth. I also observe my mom's ways to culm him down
and my mom gives me advice.
J observe how my mother holds my daughter when bathing, and if I
don '( understand, I ask my mom J ahren'l: everYlhing the way my mom
does things'.
Some had nOI taken over the care oftheir infant totally even al the time of the
inten'iew; in particular, they felt they still needed their mother's advice and suggestions
for infant care, One woman described her experiences with her mother's support that she
had received since the early po~tpartum period, At the time of the interview. she was still
following all of her mOlher's advice and she was proud because she saw her mother as
capable of takillg care of the child. She made the following comment
Ijus/follow all her advice because I don't have enough experience yet
Automatically, J just go along with her because she has lots of
experience. Moreover, all her advice happens to be correct all the lime
My mom is very smart and full of experience, when suddenly I have
difficulty stopping my baby from crying. Her suggestions mostly make
sense
As well, all oftht: women in this sludy described their husbands as involved in the
daily activities for childcare and housework. They fclt their husband's hdp had been
important. 'Ibeir husbands contributed not only through giving practical support, but also
much in the way of emotional support. Most of the husbands were involved in daily
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childcare, in playing with the baby, as well as in helping to make decisions about
childcarc. Some husbands even participated in helping with household tasks when they
were at homc"
He always helps me in laking care of our child. If if is a holiday, my
husband slays wilh our daughter lo/ally to play wilh her, Thus, he is
also helpful/o me if I am confused about decisions for our chi/dcure
Another person who was seen as an importallt source ofcare to the women and
their baby was lhe TBA. Almost all women in this study used the TBA '5 assistance. The
TBAs ga"c their services not only for postpartum care, hut also their advice and their
suggestions 10 the mother about caring for her newborn. One woman described her
experiences with the TBA as follows:
Mak pomji [The TBA1massaged me. She a/so gave me her home-made
remedy from the leaves (herbal medicine). And muk para}i asked me /0
avoid eating bananas, paw-paw, "nangka" .fruit, and "ubi }alar" She
.mid these kinds offoods will lower (the position oj) my womb yeah. for
the sake ofmy health and my baby.
CHAPTERS
Discussion
The main purpose of the present study was to understand the experience of early
lirst-time motherhood of women in rural Indonesia and to examine the care these women
received. In particular, the study was designed to describe, interpret, and capture the
meaning of early motherhood, as well as understand the health needs of the rural
Indonesian women in the postpartum period. These experiences were captured through
deeply personal and emotional narratives and described in the following thematic
statements: Being a new mother is not easy. A new mother is not as free as she was
hefore. Trying to he a good mother. Being a mother confirms her destiny as a woman.
Being a mo/her is very grafiJYing, A woman never feels ready for first-lime motherhood.
and A woman /leeds help when she becomes a mother for the firsllime. It is through these
themes that the meaning of the experience of first-time motherhood can be understood
more clearly. As well, these themes relate to previous research and theories related to
becoming a mother
This chapter is a discussion of the main fll1dings from my study on the
experiences of early motherhood among women in rural West Java. It is divided into
three sections. The first section addresses the changes that occurred in the women's lives
after they had a baby. The second section examines the difficulties, challenges, as well as
the satisfaction of motherhood. The third and linal section is a discussion of some of the
needs that first-time mothers expressed or that were evident from their personal
narratives. The discussion in the various sections compares the findings with those in the
literature.
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Changes Accomp{mying Motherhood
The two themes that most directly captured the many changes that these
Indonesian women experienced when they become first-time mothers were "A new
mother is nOI asfree as she was befnre" and "Being a mother cunfirm~' her desliny m a
woman". The first theme identified a major life change related to becoming a mOlher,
while the second theme was used 10 explain or even justify ac.ccptancc orlhe changes
they had undergone. The changes that these women experienced encompass
psychological, socia-cultural, and physical dimensions of motherhood. These changes
are similar to whal researchers have documented in other cultures, particularly western
cultures where most of the studies on motherhood have been conducted.
Women in this study experienced major lifl: changes after they had a baby. One of
the life changes that the participants talked about and that they were nol well prepared for
was just how much motherhood restricted a women's freedom, especially her physical
freedom. A frequent comment of individual women was that she was not as free as she
had been before she had a baby. Motherhood as a restriction on a women's freedom and
social activities in other cowltries has bet:n described by Boulton ( 1983) and Oakley
(1980) in their work on mothers. Similarly, more recentlindings on the effects of
motherhood on limiting women's fr(-edom concur with the finding of previous research
and the findings in my study. For example, Darclay, Everitt, Rogan, Schmied, and
Wyllie (J 997) found that the women reported their whole life had changed when they
became mothers. These women highlighted the loss of time for self, partner, and friends
lhat they felt after they became mothers. Brown, Lumley, Small. and Astbury (I 994)
described the feelings of confinement that Ihe women felt following the birth of infants a"
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that "tied down feeling".
Sethi (1995) identified the theme or "giving the self', in which the women
accepted their isolation and confinemem after the birth of their infants. A parallel finding
in my study was that the women described the giving of themselves to their babies in the
form of pUlling the baby's lie/cds ahead of all others, especially their own. Consequences
of giving attention to the baby meant that the women often had less time for themselves
so had to pay less attention to their own personal needs and wants.
When negative aspects of mothering were discussed, the participants told me it
was something that they needed to accepl because they felt motherhood confirmed their
destiny as a woman. This bdiefhelped them to accept the many changes in their lives.
For example, even though they valued a slim body and physical attractiveness, they
accepted the changes to their body that accompanied pregnancy and brcastfeeding (e.g.
stfCtching of the abdominal musdes, changes in thc si;t..e of the breasts, and changes in
body weight) as all part of their destiny as a woman. Moreover, these \vomen followed
traditional postpartum rituals because they consider that these too were part of their
destiny. Because of their sensJe of destiny, they considtred thai much of what happened
to them was a result of having a bab)', evcn though it limited their freedom or activities,
was inevitable rather than a loss in their lives. It may be that this belief in destiny is an
adaptive mechanism for some new mothers.
Difficulties, ChaJ!engcj', and the Smis!action ofMotherhood
Motherhood was neither totally negative nor was it always a positive experienec
for my participants. Instead, the women reported both negative and positive feelings and
these wtre best captured under these themes: " Being a new mother is not easy", "Trying
to be a good mother", and "Being a mother is very gratifying." Together these themes
indicated some of the difficulties, challenges, and the satisfaction of motherhood.
Previous research on early motherhood suggested that this period is a time of much
Wlcertainty and is unpredictable and stressful (McVeigh. 1997,1998). Because early
motherhood experiences tend to be Wlpredictablc, many women have difficulty
integrating the demands of their new role as motheN with other roles they hold
(McVeigh, 1997). Since, to a great extent the tasks of mothering are culturally and
sociaJly prescribed, women may experience difficulties internalizing some ofthesc
expectations, depending on their degree of readiness. [t is not lUleommon that women
experience conflict between how they expect motherhood to be and their own
experiences as mothel":'l (Mauthner, 1999). Affonso (1987) identified clusters of factors
that were potential stressors or barriers to successful maternal postpartum adaptation.
These were daily activities, impact of childbirth events, mother-infant interactions, social
activities and support, and self-assessment. These factors were contextual factors in my
study
One of the main difficulties that the women experienced was the responsibility
the)' now had for an infant and caring for that infant. In fact, responsibility for care of the
baby contributed most to the difficulties and challenges of being a new mother for all
women in this study. lbe responsibility associated with infant care is tremendous because
of how dependent a new inf~mt is on her or his caretaker. The social position of mothers
means tbat tbis responsibility usua.1ly falls on them (Bernard, 1974). Uoulton (1983) made
a similar observation: "This responsibility seemed to be presented as giving Ihem
particular meaning or purpose in life, but was seen as arising from their social position as
mothers which defined their aims in bringing up a child" (p. 126). In Indonesian culture,
the social position of mothers is very much tied in with being responsible for the care of
the infant.
Another difficulty associated with motherhood that emerged from this study was
the role conflict between the role of mother (caring for the baby) and her role as wife
(caring fat husband and the household). These tasks can be overwhelming for every
mother no mailer how experienced in childcate or housekeeping and how balanced she is
(Kitzinger, 1971). Traditional societies put a heavy emphasis on these dual roles so it is
not surprising that many women in my study were expected to fulfill traditional roles as a
mother and housewife. They did most of the housework and took emotional
responsibility for their family. The merging of responsibilities for their husband,
household, and children may give rise to difficulties when child care obligations conflict
with the obligations of housework and care of a husband.
One of the main challenges that the women described was a loss of sleep or
interruptions in sleep because of the demands of infant care. Fatigue was a common
complaint by the women in this/I study. Lack ofslecp and fatigue are well documented in
the research on early motherhood (Ruchala & Halstead, J994; Smith. 1989). Richardson
(1993) described that taking care of children, especially during infancy, is a tiring and
demanding job, which can seem unending.
The theme, "trying to be a good mother", illustrated what all the women saw as a
major challenge for them as mothers. They recognized the importance of developing
patience when trying to understand what the baby wants, especially when the baby kept
crying. It was really a big challenge for these first-time mothers who did not have any
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previous experience with a crying baby. In the mothers' ovm viewpoint being a good
mother necessitated that they respond intuitively to the baby's needs so that the baby is
happy, comfortable, and does nDt cry. They also felt that good mothers were ones who
stayed at home 10 look after the baby. 'Ibc "good mother" is a well·defined theme in the
literature and research on mother/ing. The Pacific Postpartum Support Society (1997)
identified good mothers as ones who always have the lime to play with their children and
the wisdom to guide and discipline them. These ideas of what constitute a good mother
were definitely prescnt in what the women told me. The women I interviewed used terms
like "patient" and "loving". They described behaviors such as being attentive to their
babies and meeting their babies' needs as activities that a good mother would do.
However, the idea of a good mother goes far beyond how the woman interacts
with her infant. Mothers are expected to place low priority on their own personal, sexual,
educational, and ei.:onomic needs and are supposed to take care of the needs of their
family first. These women constantly received messages from their own mothers or the
older people around them that mothers should be beaUliful, calm, and happy, as well as
good shoppers, cooks, and clean land tidy housekeepers. Richardson (1993) noted lhat
this extended view of a good mother is prevalent in society and demonstrated how it
works against women in that "definitions of good motherhood, which emphasize
maternal self-sacrificc and the child-centered nature of society, whieh frequently puts
children's needs and rights before women's, mean that women can expect to receive little
public support if they blame their dissatisfactions with motherhood on their children"
(pAj
Morse (\99\) suggested that the first-time mothers might be at risk of increasing
levels of distress, anxiety, frustration, and a vicious c)'Cie of dysfunction and depression
throughout the early motherhood period. These experiences arc a very common
occurrence for first-time mothers.
Although a baby mllY creme frnstmtion and uncenainty for mothers, a baby brings
feelings of pride and satisfaction and these comrasting scts of feelings are not mutually
exclusive. The women in my study had both types of feelings. A scnse of gratification,
however, was the predominant feeling. The women could easily identify with why
motherhood was so gratifying and much of this related to infant behavior or
reslXlnsiveness. Pridham (1987) found that the infant's growth and development were
sources of satisfaction for new mothers. Similarly, the work of Brown, Lumley, Small,
and Astbury (1994) identified aspects ofbcing a mother that brought the most joy and
satisfaction. They found that mothers were satisfied with watching the child's
development and having a healthy baby. There was also some indication that the women
received satisfaction from the sense of being needed by their babies, similar to what
Richardson (1993) suggested.
A second source of satisfalction for many women in my study was relatcd to their
husband's renewed interest in them and the infam. Their husbands seemed to pay more
attention to them and the baby and stay at home in the evenings more. A number of
studies discussed improved marital adjustment or marital satisfaction as one of the
sources of gratification of motherhood (Majewsky, 1986; rancer, Pratt, Hunsberger, &
Gallant, 2000; Thetjen & Bradley, 1985). Tucker and Aron (1993) found variation in
marital quality: some couples showed a decline in marital well being, other couples did
not notice any differences, and some even improved. Gjerdingen and Chaloner (1994)
"reported a positive relationship between the husband's participation in the household and
matemalsatisfactioll.
Breastfeeding was another source of satisfaction in the current study. The women
reported they felt like a mother when breastfeeding their babies. For some mothers, the
act of breastfecding gave them their first feelings of motherhood. All women in this
study brcaslfl.'<i and they felt pride in their ability to breastfeed and the act of
brcastfccding. In rnrallndonesia it is expected that all women will breastfeed. Tarkka,
PawlOnen, and Laippala, (1999) suggested six predictors for coping ",ith breastfeeding
for first-time mothers al 3 months postpartum were: I) feeling of competence as a
mother, 2) appreciation of breastfeeding in society, 3) mother's socia-economic status, 4)
feeling breastfeeding is an important part ol"mothcrhood, 5) feelings of the mother, and
6) affirmation given to mother by members of her support network. These predictors
were similar to the findings in this study.
Grace (1993) noted that family interest in the infant could be a predictor of the
mother's satisfaction with her infant and herself as a mother at six months postpartum.
Most of the participants in my study were happy to have a new status as a mother. This
new statlL~ gave them an identifiable social position within their community and
recognition by family members. Most the participants also felt a sense of pride to be a
mother, in panicular when someone made a positive eommt:nt about their infant. This
finding is confirmerl by a study by Horowitz and Damato (1999) who investigated
mothers' postpartum stress and satisfaction. Their findings identified that one of the
sources of mothers , satisfaction was pride in being a mother.
Needs afFirst-Time Mo/hers
As I listened to the women in this study, there was a dear indication that they
needed help with taking on motherhood. I believe thm the two themes: "0 woman never
feels ready for first-time motherhood" and "a woman needs help when she become.~ a
rna/her for /hefirs//ime ", best describe this need for help, New mothers' need for help
has been identified in the literature, espedally in the literature on social support. New
mothers face increasingly complex situations ami they often usc trial and error to cope
with these situations, especially during the early period of motherhood (Mercer &
Ferketich, 1995; Sethi, 1995).
Like other new mothers, most of the women in this study fclt totally unprepared
for early motherhood. The reality is that raising a baby is a demanding and a long-Ienn
responsibility for women as they take on the task of mothering, and 1 sensed that the
women felt the weight ofthesc responsibilities. They staled that they lacked experience in
mothcrhood and that they did not have knowledge about ehildearc. Barclay, Everitt,
Rogan, Schmicd, and Wyllie (1997) analyzed first-lime mothers' experiences of early
motherhood and found lhat most new mothers do not feel ready for what motherhood is
really like. Similarly, the work of McVcigh (1997), revealed a "conspiracy ofsilcnce"
when it comes to motherhood. First-time mothers in that study felt they were totally
unprepared of the continuous demands placed on them by the baby.
The research evidence suggested that support is crucial for first-time mothers in
order to facilitate a successful transition to mOlherhood (Croncnweu, 1984; Flagler, 1990;
Kort, 1984; Majewski, 19K7; Tulman & Fawcett, 1990). Research indicated that social
support could lesson the impact of the "crisis component" in adjusting to a new baby
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(Wandcrsman, Wandcrsman, & Kahn, 1980). The mothers in my study needed support.
Women in the village had commonly turned to their own mothers as a source of support
during early motherhood. They relied on their mothers for emotional support and
practical help, as well as financial assistance. Their ovm mothers' experiences were a
great learning resource to help them care for their babies and themselves. For example,
their mothers explained which actlivitics they should engage in or avoid after delivery.
Most participants continued to follow traditional practices of postpartum care. The
assistance ofTBAs was also a good source of support with early mothering. Other health
care professionals played a relatively small role in overall caTe for this particular group of
mothers.
The new mothers in this study seemed 10 lack support from health-care
professionals for follow-up support and parenting education. A number of the participants
reported that they had a postpartum visit from a trained midwife on the second or the
third day after delivery. They stated that they felt the follow-up visits by the tmined
mid.....ives were often briel: and e<!ucational aspects of mothering were rarely emphasized
These women's experiences are common among Asian women who still live in
traditional societies. In the traditional society, family members arc very dose and there is
a strong influence of traditional customs. So, for thcse women, infonnal support that is
provided by reLatives is more readily available than fonnal support provided by health
care professionals and organized self-help groups. For example, in Southeast Asia,
women have a strong system offernale support, particularly that of female relatives,
during the postpartum peria<! (Mattson, 1995). Similarly, Davis (2001) reported the
importance of affiliating with female relatives (the women's mother or sisters' mother)
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during the postpanum period for the Southeast Asian women.
The importance of family support to the adjustment of family support to the
adjustment of women in the post-parturn period is not only evident in Asian women.
Sawyer (1999) reported similar findings among'! group of African-American women and
thciT supporters (the women's mother and other significant women in thciT lives). In
addition, the first-lime mothers in South Eastern Sydney reported that thciT parent's
support was valuable, particularly the support oftheir OWII mother (Barclay, Everitt,
Rogan, Schmied, & Wyllie, 1997).
All the women felt that they had a great deal to learn, and they had many concerns
aboUl their infant's behavior and about caring for them. Most women described that lack
afknowledge about thcif infant's behavior, and stated thalleaming how 10 understand
what the baby wants was their most challenging ta.~k as first-time mothcrs. Previous
research indicates thai many first-time mothcrs experience feelings of inadequacy
associated with their lack of knowledge about infant behavior (Leifer, 1980;
Shereshefsky, Liebcnbcrg, & lockman, 1974). The finding that women were concerned
over how difficult it was to understand the baby's needs when tht' baby kept crying are
similar findings to those reported by by Sethi (1995) and Barclay et al. (1997). These
researchers fOWld that mothers needed to learn about caring for their baby and that tlte
process of learning to care for the infant takes lime, and is influenced by both the
mother's and her baby's characteristics.
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Summary
Although the context of my study differed from much of the research reviewed in
lhall studied women living in rurallnclonesia (and most of the literature was based on
western culture), there \vere many similar findings. First-time mothers experienced a
great deal of change in their lives now that they had an infant. They found thai infant
care and the responsibility Ihat went with Ihis care were vcry demanding. Many were not
prepared for how difficult this adjustment could be.
While there were a number of difficulties and challenges associated with
motherhood, there was a great deal of satisfaction as well. Difficulties and challenges
were related 10 infant care combined with other responsibilities lind trying to be a good
mother to their infants. Just as the infant was a challenge, she or he was It great source of
gratification. The mothers were vel)' pleased \\rith their infants' development and
interactions with them. Satisfaction with the infant was reinforced by positive appraisals
of thc infant by family and lriends.
Mothering is not an innate ability on the part of women; it requires help and
support from family and health professionals. In particular, the women wanted 10 know
how to care for their infant, respond appropriately to their infant's cues, and about infant
growth and development. They felt that knowledge in these areas would have made
motherhood easier for them and lessen some of the worries that they had. The study has
a number of implications for developing nursing care to assist women in a similar
situation and these implications will be discussed in the final chapter.
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CHAPTER6
Nursing Implications, Limitations, and Conclusions
The findings orlhis study contribute lo a primary goal orthe project "Nursing,
Women's Health, and Community Outreach in Indonesia," a partnership project between
the Faculty of Nursing and Memorial University of Newfoundland School of Nursing.
A major goal or tile project is to improve the health of mothers and children in rural West
Java, Indonesia through community-based train-the trainer programs. This study, which
analyzed the experiences of lirst-time mothers during the first four-six months following
birth, complements a comprehensive community health needs assessment being carried
out in an area covering fOUf large villages. As well as helping nurses understand Ihe
experiences of rural mothers, the data identified the currcnt eare the women received,
gaps in care and maternal needs. Based on the findings, appropriate programs to assist
mothers during the transition to motherhood can be developed in the community.
lbis chapter is divided into three sections. The [irst section begins by outlining
the discussion of the implications of the study for nurses involved in practice, education
and research. This is followed by limitations of the study, and a brief conclusion.
Implications for Nursing
Practice Implications
Phenomenology does not prescribe action for use in clinical practice, but it can
innuence a thoughtful and attentive practice by revealing the meanings of human
experience (van Manen, 1990). The analysis of the meaning of the experiences of first-
time mothers as captured by this study, contributes to our Wlderstanding of \vhat it is like
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to be a DCW mother in rural West Java. Indirectly, the findings suggest that a more
comprehensive approach to care that enhances the woman'5 unique experience of early
motherbood is necessary. This has implications for nursing practices at the
villagcJproject level and for the nursing care to lirst-time mothers.
Presently in Indonesia, community health nursing services aTC underdeveloped
Key professional community health personnel include the bidan (midwife), the nurse
(based at the puskcsmas [health center] who functions more in the role of physician's
assistant and record-keeper), physician, dentist and non-professional SlafT. In the villages,
kaden. (volunteer community health workers) support the work oCthe puskcsmas staff.
Health promotion programs lack a comprehensive, coordinated approach lo improving
thc health of the community, community mobilization, and community development.
Bidans have a major role in the community heahh strategies that exist, which leave them
less time to provide more comprehensive care to women in childbirth. A conununity
health nursing model bascd on the nursing process model of assessment, nursing
diagnosis, planning, implementation, and evaluation needs to be developed. This must
be done within a model appropriate to Indonesia,
In nursing practice, interventions are based on comprehensive assessments.
Comprehensive nursing assessments for first-time mothers must address physical
recovery, psychological adjustments, and social adaptation. Factors that enhance a
healthy postpartum adaptation include realistic eX)lCclations, adequate support, and
sufficient knowledge about childbearing and child carc. Awareness of the importance of
incorporating psychosocial with physiologic concepts into nursing asscssments will give
Indonesian nurses baseline data to develop assessment tools appropriate for Indonesian
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maternal populations
Studies have shown Ihat support by nurses or other health care professionals is
important for first-time mothers especially during carly motherhood (Pridham, Chang, &
Chiu, 1994; Tarkka, Paunooncn, & Laippala, 1999; 2000; Vehyilainen-.lulkunen, 1994).
This is true in Indonesia as in other parts of the world. There is an opportunity for nurses
in Indonesia to assume their roles and responsibilities as community health nurses. There
is government support for developing nursing programs that provide continuity oreare in
the community beyond the six week postpartum period. As well as the standard
immunization programs, such programs could include educational programs to teach
mothers about child care, behaviors, and development, maternal and child nutrition and
how to keep children healthy. In addition, a program to help mothers adapt to the
physical, emotional and social changes that come with being a new mother could be
developed in collaboration with the bidans. These programs need to be designed within
the context offamily.ecntcred care because when nur~ing care is given in the family's
environment, thc nurse can tailor the care not only to the mother's needs specifically, but
the family's needs in general. This is very important because the family holds a central
role in Indonesian culture.
Another issue related to tirsl-time motherhood is the fact that most oflhe women
in the study felt wlprepared for their mothering role. Nurses and bidans could work
together to prepare the mother for sclf-care and infant care, and give guidance during the
prenalal and carly postpartum periods. This will encourage the new mothers to have
reali~tic expectations oflheir role as mothers. From the findings in the current study,
guidance conceming childcare and child development was important for the women in
this study. Continuous evidence-based guidance, advice, and support given by nurses in
matters concerning chUdcare are important for successful first-time moth,,':rhood
In addition, nurses in Indonesia should work with the others involved with the
care of mothers following childbirth such as bidans, traditional birth attendants and
kaders. Older people and community leaders could be encouraged to be involved in
lobbying for resources 10 prepare and support new mothers and infants in this period
A final implication for nursing practice is that nurses should assess and encourage
the women's social support network. Nurses and other health workers need to be sure that
Ihe mother has an adequate network that provides practical and emotional support. Such
support has been found to be an important factor in maternal postpartum adjuslmenl.
One strategy is tonning family support groups. In rndonesia, female family members
inl1uencc the decisions related to maternal and infant care practices. Based on the
findings in this study, nurses could encourage family participation to support the mother
in her new role and educate the family about infant health and development and
reproductive health.
An important nursing aspect of follow-up care is developing a good database on
maternal and infant health, which would monitor and supervise the health of women and
children in the community. This ensures that the programs developed for mothers arc
appropriate, effective, and reach the target groups.
There is a clearly demonstrated need for the development of the community
health-nursing role in rural Indonesia. An objective of the Canada-Indonesia project is to
help nursing deline its role in the community. Dy demonstrating the integration of
education research and practice, preparing competent, well educated community health
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nurses and developing programs which are evidence-based, nursing will take its rightful
place in the community health system in Indonesia.
Education Implications
There afC several implications for nursing education from this study. The nursing
student, as well as leaming about women'5 nonnal adaptation to motherhood
(physiological, psychological, and social), need a more in-depth understanding of the
physical and emotional and social experiences of new mothers. Students at the
baccalaureate and master's levels need emphasis on the nursing skills to address the
emotional and psychological needs of mothers. These skills would enable them to
develop comprehensive bio-psycho-social programs 10 prepare mothers for birth and
parenting.
Nurse educators need to tcach students to respect the needs and concerns of
mothers, especially first-time mothers, in the childbearing and chidrearing periods. Nurse
educators could provide positive role modeling to students by providing an example of
the best models of nursing care, and by offering client teaching programs for family
groups.
It is important for nurse educators to develop or improve educational programs for
community health nurses, especially programs related to motherhood and childrearing.
Such programs should emphasize the educational and emotional needs of mothers 10
assist first-time mothers to cope with the magnitude oflhe changes and to be ready to
deal with the new role of mother. As well, nursing educational programs for matemal-
child and women's health in Indonesia should include concepts in community health,
community development, and community health nursing.
"Finally, care for mothers could be improved by leaching pre and postgraduate
nurses about the importance of considering the cultural beliefs and practices when
working with a mother and her family. This will not only create awareness of how
important these beliefs are, but how \0 incorporate these beliefs and practices into a
clinical situation. It is important to recognize which cultural beliefs and practices are
harmful and could be changed. For example, some orthe dietary restrictions may deprive
the mother of readily available, nutritious foods that would help her recovery. It is
important to act cautiously when dealing with cultural beliefs of clients or patients. Many
times these beliefs provide meaning to thc indigenous people that Ihc nurse is not aware
of, and the nurse should not oonsider these beEefs as separate from a wider belief system.
Understanding the role of such beliefs is also a critical first stcp.
Research Implications
The current findings raise specific suggestions for additional research related to
motherhood experiences. Given Ihe many different ethnic groups in Indonesia, other
similllr studies could be conducted to explore the experiences of new mothers in these
groups. Furthcr studies arc also needed to investigatc the effccts of culturally bound or
Iraditionlll postpartum care practices on the well being of Indonesian women and their
babies.
Nurses involved in maternal and infant health care can use the findings of this
study as the basis for future qualitative and quantitative studies that describe the degree of
satisfaction and challenges with becoming a mother in Indoncsian culturc. Surveys based
on the findings of the present study are usefuJ in identifying the health needs of large
groups of new mothers in order 10 provide the best care for these mothers.
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With regard to the development of stnllegies for appropriate IXJstpartum guidance,
an important clement will be research studies to evaluate Ihe effectiveness of such
strategies and programs.
Limitations
There are two limitations in the present study. The first limitation is that! was a
novice researcher in the field of phenomenology and this could affect the quality of dala
collected. While I tried to follow.up on what I felt were imponant aspects of motherhood,
I could have missed others. At times I felt I struggled wilh finding the best word to clarify
what the women told me; this was only evident when I reviewed the final transcripts for
data analysis after I returned from the field,
Another limitation is the accuracy oftranslation of my data. Since all interviews
were conducted and recorded in Indonesian, many of the participants often used local
terms that did not correspond exactly with any English word (e.g. "kodrat" or "takdir" are
similar to the word "destiny" in English), it was difficult to ensure that these terms have
been correctly translated in English. Every effort was made to be as accurate as possible.
Conclusions
Through exploring the depth and complexity of the phenomenon of first-time
motherhood and the impLications for maternal health during this period, the study helped
to identify the needs of first-time mothers and provided insight into the mothering
experience of women who live in "'"ul village.
The early motherhood experiences of the thirteen first-time mothers in this study
contribute to an understanding of what it is like 10 be a new mother in rural Indonesia and
the postpartum care that the women received during this period. They shared their
experiences through personal narratives and contributed to the researcher's experience in
phenomenological research.
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Appendix C
Demographic and Birth Profile
1. Mother'sName
2. Mother'sage
3. Maritalstatus
4. Education
5. Location of the birth
6. Type of delivering procedure .
7. Deliveryassistedby
8 Complications of the birth,
if any
9. Numbcrofmonthspostbinh
at first interview
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Appendix 0
Inten'iew Scripts
Opening statement
I am interested in hearing about your experiences in becoming a mother
for the first time and the care that )'OU received during that period.
Please tell me in your own words what these experiences were like for
you. Feel free to talk about whatever incidents, thoughts, and feelings
come to mind.
Examples of probes/questions to facilitate thc interview:
J What it is like to be a mother?
2. How do you see yourself as a mothcr?
3. How has your life changed sincc you become a mother?
4. \VIlat changes have you noticed in your body/self during this period?
5. What are the most challenging aspects ofyoUT life right no",,'?
6 What arc the most satisfying aspects of being a mother?
7. What it is like for you 10 care for your infant?
8. Who has been involved in your care since you became a mother? (family, friends,
neighbors, etc.)
9. Can you tell me about your experiences with the health care services you received
after delivering? What were this cxperiences like?
10. Is there anything else you would likc to tell me about your experiences of being a
mother and thc care you received?
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any questions you want to and may stop the interview at any time. The only
inconvenience may be the time needed for the interview, ho\vcver, f will interview you at
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Confidentiality
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available during the study at all times should you have any problems or questions about
the study.
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